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This paper is seen as a review of attempts carried out by author in order to indicate problems related to
transferring of engineering to smaller scales having in mind theoretical aspects. Two main problems are indicated.
The first one is associated with question what kind of theory is appropriate for realization of design of devices and
processes related to smaller scales including nanoscale. The second problem is related to determination of source
of precision which is necessary for realization of the design. Solution of both problems needs elaboration of appro-
priate theories. One indicates that unified mechanics of materials based on collection of dynamical systems with
dimensional reduction is appropriate for future realization of the design process. This is multi-scale description
which unifies discrete models related to atomic scale, including molecular dynamics, and more averaged continuum
descriptions. In order to determine corresponding source of precision for small scale processes the vacuum medium
mechanics is introduced. Within vacuum medium mechanics we are able to determine attractor, expressed on the
most fundamental elementary particle level, and responsible for self-organization manifested in molecular processes.
Vacuum medium mechanics is considered as fundamental theory. Therefore we should estimate to what degree
such a theory is stable with respect to large set of experimental results. In particular one investigates consequences
of vacuum medium mechanics for theoretical biology. One accentuates that mechanisms of biological evolution and
source of precision for nanotechnology expressed by means of vacuum medium mechanics are interrelated. Theo-
retical biology and nanotechnology should be described in consistent way in order to cooperate in a future. Both
theories: unified mechanics of materials and vacuum medium mechanics are seen as basis for further development
of theoretical nanotechnology.
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1. Introduction

This paper is seen as a kind of review of attempts car-
ried out for many years by the author and leading to
indicating of problems placed on way towards transition
of engineering to smaller scales. Appropriate determina-
tion of problems on this way has created starting point for
elaboration of theory which should support correspond-
ing engineering.

Contemporary engineering can be seen as considerable
success for our civilization. This engineering predom-
inantly related to macroscale has obtained systematic
methodological and theoretical foundations. Engineering
related to smaller scale is more accidental. Nevertheless
it has also considerable success especially related to elec-
tronics. However activity in the smaller scale is not so
systematic and supported by theory. Where from such
a difference between various scale engineering appears?

First we should be aware where engineering comes
from? Freedom of biological evolution is bounded by
necessity of maintaining of integrity of biological organ-
isms. New evolving forms and processes cannot destroy
of evolving biological organisms. Consequently striving
of biological organisms for attaining of new evolutionary
possibilities of working in biological systems and environ-
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ment could sometimes destroy their integrity. In order to
avoid this threat the evolving organisms could lead out
these strivings beyond these organisms. This in turn has
to be associated with loss of integrity of new structures
and processes representing the new possibilities with cor-
responding organisms. We would say that this is just
engineering. Consequently we come to the following re-
mark:

Remark 1.1. Action of living organism leading to cre-
ation of new structures and processes characterized by
loss of integrity with this organism and leading to at-
taining of new evolutionary possibilities of working in
biological systems and environment is interpreted as en-
gineering.

Loss of integrity increases number of degree of freedom
for design and generation of new structures and processes
since they are not bounded by mentioned previously in-
tegrity. Consequently we see that engineering and bio-
logical evolution are interrelated. Awareness of this fact
can be especially important when we discuss engineer-
ing problems related to smaller scale. This is so since
small scale engineering can be much more close to our
organisms than large scale engineering.

2. Properties of contemporary engineering

In order to discuss problems of engineering related to
smaller scale we should characterize properties of very
successful engineering related to large scale. We would
say that corresponding large scale advanced engineering
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has two important aspects: the first one is related to
methods of design which depend on theory applied to this
end, the second one is associated with source of precision
which makes possible to realize in practice the design.
Then whole process of making of construction should be
associated to minimal degree with expensive experimen-
tal tests. In other words, advanced engineering is, to
possible large degree, based on design with the aid of
appropriate theory and corresponding numerical simula-
tions, realization of the design with the aid of source of
precision and a minimal set of experimental tests.

Let us note that theory which is systematically ap-
plied in engineering in reliable way is the elasticity the-
ory. This theory allows us to express in numerical simu-
lation strength of construction and dynamical properties
in range where the constructions work. This theory is ef-
ficiently working in numerical simulations. Consequently
we can obtain design of construction by numerical simula-
tions. Next this construction can be precisely fabricated
since precision of manufacturing of large scale elements
is sufficiently good.

However, when we apply models of mechanics of ma-
terials to design of constructions then corresponding the-
ories are not sufficiently reliable especially with respect
to their range of validity. Let us note that application of
theories of mechanics of materials transfer design of con-
struction in fact to smaller scale which is frequently not
manifested. We see that when the engineering touches
smaller scale the situation is less stable.

The first immediate conclusion is that when we apply
in systematic way models of mechanics of materials we
need determination of their range of validity. Just range
of validity of a model determined by some critical con-
ditions makes possible transition to another model when
the critical conditions are violated by processes in ma-
terial. In such a case we are able to do more universal
numerical simulations. Having this at our disposal we
would be able to design properties of materials by means
of numerical simulations. Creating of such a situation
makes new challenges for mechanics of materials since
today range of validity of models is rather not discussed.
We come also to the conclusion that source of precision is
less clearly determined in case of processing of materials
and realization of corresponding designed material.

We see that contemporary engineering related to small
scale is not so systematic as for larger scale. Nowadays
we have to do with promotion of nanoscale engineering
named nanotechnology. Let us discuss the two aspects of
large scale engineering in relation to nanotechnology.

Nanotechnology is predominantly experimental engi-
neering. It means that nanoscale devices are produced
rather by experimental methods which are repeatable.
Design of devices by numerical simulations is difficult
since theory is not sufficiently elaborated. Furthermore,
source of precision for nanotechnological processes is not
determined in clear way.

The question is whether such a source of precission ex-
ist at all. We observe in living biological cells nanotech-

nological processes which are realized with high precis-
sion. Let us mention transcription of mRNA, translation
process leading to production of proteins, assembling of
proteins into more complex structures having some func-
tions. In the last case we see multiscale aspects of corre-
sponding nanotechnology. All this suggests that a source
of precission exists in considered processes and we need
it also for nanotechnological processes.

We come to the conclusion that contemporary nan-
otechnology should tend to similar possibilities as we
have in macroscopic engineering. At this moment how-
ever we have not at our disposal sufficiently good theory.
Theory for nanotechnology is seen as set of theories re-
lated to small scale objects such as molecular dynamics,
quantum mechanics or quantum chemistry which seem
to be not sufficiently good for current needs.

Source of precision for nanotechnology should be re-
lated to larger degree to dynamics of processes. This
point of view is justified by fact that role of dynamics
increases when scale decreases. Therefore we come to
the conclusion that source of precision should be asso-
ciated with a self-organization process related to suffi-
ciently small scale. This is so since self-organization is
closely related just to dynamics of processes.

We would say that contemporary nanotechnology
avoids the question how to describe source of precision.
Evidently, such a description cannot be obtained from
quantum theories which are linear in their initial con-
cepts. They are sometimes modified to nonlinear theo-
ries. However, corresponding nonlinearities do not lead
to description of self-organization processes seen as re-
sponsible for precision of nanotechnological processes.
We should have at our disposal a theory which indicates
an attractor on the most fundamental elementary particle
level responsible for self-organization which is manifested
especially in molecular processes.

Above discussion accentuates role of theory in small
scale engineering. It justifies directly development of
theoretical nanotechnology which would be entirely de-
voted to design and manufacturing of nanotechnological
devices within numerical simulations. Then, theoreti-
cal nanotechnology would support real nanotechnology
by appropriate understanding of processes by theory and
indicating of source of precision for their practical real-
ization.

Let us note that the term theoretical nanotechnology
is applied today. Let us mention Handbook of Theoret-
ical and Computational Nanotechnology [1] for instance.
However, it seems that this term is applied to all theories
which are able to support nanotechnology. Let us men-
tion molecular dynamics, quantum mechanics, or quan-
tum chemistry. However, mentioned theories are not
elaborated for nanotechnology. All they are generated
in various stages of development of theoretical physics
and next adopted by nanotechnology. As a result of this
important problems such as determination of source of
precision for nanotechnological processes or elaboration
of consistent and universal theory for design of nanotech-
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nological processes and devices are not considered. The
term theoretical nanotechnology is considered in this pa-
per as theory developed with intention to fulfill require-
ments defined directly by nanotechnology. It is expected
also that such a theory should be consistent in descrip-
tion of all processes involved in design and manufacturing
of corresponding devices.

3. Concept of theory directed to design of
structures and processes related to small scales

3.1. Requirements for unified theory of processes
in materials

We should characterize general requirements which
should be satisfied by theory appropriate for application
to design process considered within engineering related
to smaller scales.

We expect that theoretical description should take
into account processes related to atomic scale since this
scale is close to nanotechnological processes. On the
other hand, process of design frequently takes into ac-
count properties which follow from various scales. Con-
sequently, we should have at our disposal description of
all processes within one theoretical framework including
larger scales processes predominantly expressed by con-
tinuum descriptions. Above discussion suggests that we
should consider multiscale description within mechanics
of materials as theory appropriate for small scale engi-
neering.

Theoretical description should have large range of va-
lidity. It is especially important when we consider pro-
cesses which are characterized by a qualitative change.
Let us mention in this place phase transformation for
instance. Then, descriptions of processes before phase
transformation and after the phase transformation fre-
quently are qualitatively different. Consequently, we
should have at our disposal methods of efficient tran-
sition from one description to another. This is important
for efficient numerical simulations for more complex pro-
cesses.

Above property means that for each description with
a given quality we should have at our disposal corre-
sponding range of its validity. In other words, when we
have some equations within a description then we should
have also some conditions which determine range of valid-
ity of corresponding equations. Then, violation of men-
tioned conditions determines necessity to transition to
another description. Creation of such a situation in the-
oretical description is usually not considered as a custom.

Summarizing, above requirements suggest need of cre-
ating of unified mechanics of materials in order to make
possible numerical simulations in whole range where pro-
cesses are continued. Only such a theory allows us to
design devices associated with all arbitrary processes in
material.

It is assumed that general framework for unified me-
chanics of materials should be based on theory called here
collection of dynamical systems with dimensional reduc-
tion. Therefore this theory will be discussed in what
follows.

3.2. General assumptions related to collection
of dynamical systems

In accordance with previous discussion we see that di-
minishing of scale leads to increasing role of dynamics of
processes. Consequently we should apply dynamical sys-
tem approach when we would like to describe the most
elementary processes in small scale. Dynamical systems
theory is an important branch of mathematics [2] directed
towards modelling of evolution of systems and is widely
applied in physics and mechanics. See for instance [3].
Our considerations on collection of dynamical systems
are based on [4, 5].

We expect considerable complexity of phenomena re-
lated to small scale. Not all properties of these processes
are interesting for us. Thereby, we would like to have at
our disposal some methods of simplification of this com-
plex physical picture in order to refine more interesting
for us properties of the system modelled. A possible way
for such a simplification is to distinguish some dynamical
subsystems. Then, obtained structure of dynamical sub-
systems would be a base for the dimensional reduction
procedure.

We introduce first a dynamical system aimed at de-
scription of phenomena on the most elementary level.
Such a system is called here the elementary dynamical
system (EDS) and is given in a general form

ϕ̇ = L(ϕ,f), (1)
where ϕ ∈ Mϕ is the variable of this system, Mϕ is
a space of admissible values of this variable, f ∈ F rep-
resents external interactions acting on this system and F
stands for space of admissible values of f .

External interactions are not always expressed in
a simple form given by f . Sometimes, they appear as
interactions with other dynamical systems. Therefore,
we introduce also an extended dynamical system

ϕ̇r = L(ϕr,fr), (2)
where ϕr = {ϕ,ϕe} ∈ Mϕr and fr = {f ,fe} ∈ FR. In
other words the dynamical system (1) is a part of that
one defined by (2) and can be viewed as a particular case
of (2). As a result of this an external dynamical sys-
tem with variable ϕe can be additionally distinguished,
as a model of external interactions acting on EDS. This
gives a possibility of discussing larger class of interactions
of (1) with an external world.

The dynamical system (1) describes more elementary
processes and its form is, by assumption, the most com-
plex. We tend towards simplifications of this system. To
this end we introduce a partition of (1) onto a collection
of P dynamical systems. This is carried out by partition
of variable ϕ = {ϕh}, h ∈ IP = {1, 2, . . . , P}.

In order to use this partition for further simplifications
we introduce also additional notations, sets and map-
pings. Let

∏
hMh be Cartesian product of sets Mh,

whereMh stands for set of admissible values of ϕh. Let
us introduceMΠ ⊂

∏
hMh as a subset of the Cartesian

product. Then,MΠ consists of ϕ = {ϕh} which are pos-
sible solutions of Eq. (1). We consider also a projection
πh :MΠ →Mh in the Cartesian product.
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Let us distinguish also a collection of dynamical sys-
tems for the extended system and a set of indexes IR
related to them. Then, IR = IP ∪ IE , IP ∩ IE = ∅,
where IP is related to (1) and IE = IR− IP is connected
with the external system. Furthermore we distinguish
a group of dynamical subsystems IG ⊂ IP by selection of
corresponding indexes. Then, IO = IR − IG represents
indexes defining external with respect to IG dynamical
subsystems within (2).

New simplified equations have to be based on balance
of mass and energy equations as the most fundamental
physical laws for mechanics of materials. In order to cre-
ate such equations for the collection of dynamical systems
we should have at our disposal a set of additional notions
making possible to formulate them. Therefore we intro-
duce the following assumptions which represent general
properties of the collection of dynamical systems distin-
guished within the elementary dynamical system [4, 5]:
1. Subsystems are distinguished by determination of
groups of variables ϕh = {ϕhα}, where α ∈ IAh, IAh
is a finite set related to separate h-th subsystem and
h ∈ IP .
2. There exists a function m̄h(ϕh) = {mh1, . . . ,mhβh

}
which assigns a set of masses for h-th subsystem. The
total mass of the system is mh =

∑
imhi. We have

also that
∑
h βh = N , where N is the total number

of masses. Then, the functions m̃ : MΠ → RP with
property πh ◦ m̃({ϕh}) = mh and m : MΠ → R,
m({ϕh}) =

∑
mh determine the total mass related to

each subsystem and the total mass related to (1), respec-
tively.
3. There exists a function Ẽ : MΠ → RP , πh ◦
Ẽ({ϕh}) = Eh which assigns a value of energy to each
of subsystems and E : MΠ → R, E({ϕh}) =

∑
hEh

determines the total energy related to (1).
4. There exists a family of mappings Jij : MΠ → R,
i, j ∈ IP , Jij({ϕh}) = Jij called flux of mass from j-th
subsystem to i-th subsystem and Jij + Jji = 0, Jii = 0.
5. There exists a family of mappings Wij : MΠ → R,
i, j ∈ IP , Wij({ϕh}) = Wij called flux of energy from
j-th subsystem to i-th subsystem and Wij + Wji = 0,
Wii = 0.
6. Source of mass is determined by the function c :
MΠ → RP , c({ϕh}) = {ci}. Then, ci = πi ◦ c({ϕh})
can be considered for each subsystem of the whole sys-
tem and stands for source of mass in i-th subsystem.
7. Source of energy is determined by the function R :
MΠ → RP , R({ϕh}) = {Ri}. Then, Ri = πi ◦R({ϕh})
can be considered for each subsystem of the whole sys-
tem and stands for source of energy in i-th subsystem.
8. Geometrical objects can be assigned to each sub-
system. This is carried out with the help of mappings
Gx : MΠ → EPe , GL : MΠ → (2Ee)P , GS : MΠ →
(2Ee)P , GV :MΠ → (2Ee)P , where Ee is the Euclidean
space. The map Gx assigns some distinguished points
to subsystems, GL introduces one-dimensional, GS two-
dimensional, GV three-dimensional geometrical objects
considered as subsets of Ee and accompanied by distin-

guished subsystems.
All discussed assumptions and functions can also be in-
troduced for the extended dynamical system (2). They
enable us considerations of balance of mass and energy
equations for collection of dynamical systems. Geomet-
rical elements allow us to create various relations associ-
ated with geometry of our space in relation to dynamical
subsystems.

3.3. Balance of mass and energy for collection of
dynamical systems

We tend towards expression of dimensionally reduced
equations for collection of dynamical systems. General
laws expressed by balance of mass and energy equations
are seen as fundamental for this description. In particular
continuum mechanics equations considered as more aver-
aged description in comparison with atomic scale models
for instance have to be based on such equations.

Assumptions introduced above for collection of dy-
namical systems make possible analysis of interchange of
mass between subsystems as well as to consider possible
sources of mass which appear within subsystems. Then,
we are able also to express the balance of mass equation
for collection of dynamical systems in the following form:∑

i∈IG

(ṁi − ci) +
∑
i,j∈IG

Jij +
∑

i∈IG,j∈IO

(Jij + Jji)

+
∑
i,j∈IO

Jij +
∑
i∈IO

(ṁi − ci) = 0. (3)

Sum of masses interchanged between subsystems within
IG without any interchange with an external subsystems
is equal to zero. Thus, we have

∑
i,j∈IG Jij = 0. As a re-

sult we can express the balance of mass equation con-
nected with group of subsystems represented by IG with
the help of formula∑

i∈IG

(ṁi − ci +
∑
j∈IO

Jij) = 0. (4)

In Eq. (4) the terms Jij describing interchange of mass
with external system IO appear. Then, Eq. (4) is not
entirely determined. Therefore we should introduce an
additional condition

Jij = J̄ij , j ∈ IO. (5)
Form of J̄ij should be postulated by a kind of constitutive
equations.

The balance of energy equation has similar structure
as the balance of mass equation and is given by∑

i∈IG

(Ėi −Ri) +
∑

i∈IG,j∈IO

(Wij +Wji)

+
∑
i∈IO

(Ėi −Ri) = 0. (6)

The balance of energy equation for group of subsystems
IG interacting with groups of subsystems IO, is given by∑

i∈IG

(Ėi −Ri +
∑
j∈IO

Wij) = 0, (7)

with additional conditions
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Wij = W̄ij , j ∈ IO. (8)
Let us note that Ei and Wij depend, in general, on state
of the whole system in accordance with assumptions 3
and 5.

Equations (4), (5) and (7), (8) represent a general form
of balance of mass and energy equations related to arbi-
trary distinguished group of subsystems within the col-
lection of dynamical systems.
3.4. Description of the dimensional reduction procedure
We try to define the dimensional reduction proce-

dure as a way of determination of simplified equation
in comparison with an elementary dynamical system. To
this end we have to determine variables which are ap-
plied in new equations. Furtheremore, various interac-
tions between subsystems should be taken into account.
Mathematical representation of corresponding interac-
tions should be considered with the aid of quantities in-
troduced to this end. They can be similar to gradients or
higher gradients of variables introduced. However, we do
not define gradients with respect to space variables here
since our subsystems are finite in some sense or have fi-
nite size when we apply geometrical objects assigned to
subsystems. Consequently we should discuss how corre-
sponding quantities should be introduced. Let us note
that the name "dimensional reduction procedure" means
that obtained equations will be finite-dimensional with
smaller number of degree of freedom than the elemen-
tary dynamical system. The dimensional reduction pro-
cedure is a method of transition from elementary dynam-
ical system to a simpler dynamical system having less
number of degree of freedom. The first step of the di-
mensional reduction consists in option of new variables.
Let d = {dh}, h ∈ IR be a set of new variables which
allows to describe, approximately, physical states repre-
sented by miscellaneous ϕr. Let M̄ stands for space of
admissible values of d. dh describes behaviour of h-th
subsystem in a simplified form. We have by assumption
that dimM̄ is considerably smaller than dimMϕ.

Let VT = {ϕ(t) : t ∈ T}, VTr = {ϕr(t) : t ∈ T} and
V̄T = {d(t) : t ∈ T}. The first element of the dimensional
reduction procedure is based on introduction of a map-
ping πT : VTr → V̄T which assigns dimensionally reduced
process d(t) to ϕr(t) on the time interval T .

We introduce also FT = {f(t), t ∈ T} and F̄T =
{f̄(t), t ∈ T} with mapping πfT : FT → F̄T which trans-
forms forces between elementary and reduced system.

We can introduce a division of variables d(t) into parts
dp(t) and de(t) as corresponding with EDS and external
dynamical system in smaller scale. Similar partition is
possible for f(t) and f̄(t) since they are considered here
for extended system. Thus, we carry out the dimensional
reduction for the extended dynamical system (2). How-
ever, our interest is related mainly to EDS given by (1).

The external dynamical system is purposed to model
a larger class of external interactions. Thereby, the exter-
nal interactions related to EDS are given by f(t) and fr

and furthermore by form of the external system. In par-
ticular external dynamical system can be reduced to the

most simple form represented by static forces. Thus, the
dimensional reduction procedure should represent differ-
ent procedures for EDS and for the external system in
general. This takes place since discussed systems have
separate status in the framework of the presented de-
scription. However, we will use ϕ instead of ϕr and f
instead of fr in what follows if it does not lead to mis-
take.

Let us introduce an operator L : Mϕr → Fr con-
structed with the help of Eq. (2) as L(ϕ) = L̃(ϕ, ϕ̇),
where L̃ is obtained from equivalent to Eq. (2) in the
form L̃(ϕ, ϕ̇) = fr. Then, the operator acting on
processes LT : VTr → F̄T is induced directly by means
of L for each t ∈ T . Let us consider a diagram

VTr -LT FT

? ?

V̄T -L̄T F̄T

πT πfT . (9)

Accordingly, the initially introduced equation
LT (ϕ(t)) = f(t) induces, owing to assumed πT
and πfT , a dimensionally reduced equation
L̄T (d(t)) = f̄ , (10)

where L̄T = πfT ◦ LT ◦ π−1
T . The operator L̄T can be

determined with the help of solutions of Eq. (2) and
postulated mappings πT , πfT for each value of d(t).
However, structure of the operator L̄T is not discussed
yet since too small number of assumptions is done at
this moment.

Let us discuss a similar diagram for a group of subsys-
tems IG ⊂ IP . Then, we carry out the following decom-
position: VTr = VTG×VTO = {ϕ(t) = {ϕg(t),ϕl(t)}, g ∈
IG, l ∈ IO}. The symbol "×" does not stand for Carte-
sian product operation but means a kind of relation in
which ϕg, ϕl together create a solution of (2). We in-
troduce also decomposition FT = FTG × FTO in similar
way.

Owing to above decompositions of domain and
range, the operator LT can be expressed as LT =
LT (ϕl)({ϕg(t)})× LT (ϕg)({ϕl(t)}).

The operator LT (ϕl) : VTG → FTG depends on ϕl.
Usually, not all ϕl ∈ VTO are necessary for determination
of LT (ϕl).

Let IGO stands for a set of indexes which indicate
variables necessary for determination of the operator
LTG := LT (ϕl). Then, the operator LT can be expressed
in simplified form as LTG×TC , where TC = TC(ϕg,ϕc),
c ∈ IGO. The operator TC can have considerably simpler
form for determination of external interactions in com-
parison with LT . With the help of TC we are able to
introduce additional equations necessary for determina-
tion of ϕc defining form of LTG within LT . The space
VTr is reduced to VTG × VTC in this case.

The modified diagram (9) can be expressed now in the
following form:
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VTG × VTC -LTG × TC FTG ×FTC

? ? ?

V̄TG × V̄TC -L̄TG × T̄C F̄TG × F̄TC .

πT πfT πfTC . (11)

Accordingly, the dimensionally reduced equation describ-
ing evolution of group of subsystems is given by
L̄TG(dc)({dg(t)}) = {f̄g}, (12)

T̄Cc(dg(t),dc(t)) = Bc. (13)
We see that separate status of dimensional reduction re-
lated directly to EDS and that one related to external
dynamical system applied in description of interactions
leads to introduction by (13) of various forms of condi-
tions similar to boundary conditions in continuum de-
scription.

Diagram (11) allows to solve Eqs. (12), (13) by means
of solutions of Eq. (2) and postulated form of πT , πfT ,
πfTC . However, we would like to have a precise structure
of L̄TG and T̄C in order to have at our disposal possible to
solution, dimensionally reduced equations without using
(2) incessantly.

We suggest to obtain corresponding equations by
means of postulating of the skeletal dynamical system
SDS(C) which depends on family of constants C. The
role of SDS is to represent a larger class of systems which
encompass approximately Eqs. (12), (13). Accordingly,
the general form of SDS in case of (12), (13) can be
expressed as {L̄TG, T̄C}(C)(dg,dc) = {f̄ ,B}. It means
that postulated SDS was derived taking into account
general premises applied in Eqs. (12) and (13). Then,
with the help of an identification method, we can de-
termine C = C̄ and as a result of this we obtain also
a reduced dynamical system RDS = SDS(C̄). Finally,
RDS represents an approximation of Eqs. (12) and (13).

General structure of SDS should take into account
fundamental laws in the first stage of formulation. In
case of mechanics of materials such laws are expressed by
balance of energy and balance of mass equations. They
have been previously formulated for collection of dynam-
ical systems.

Kind of variables d = {dh} also decides on form of
SDS. Furthermore, interactions between subsystems
should be expressed by variables. To this end we intro-
duce a function of kinematic dependence between sub-
systems.

Let Hdh = {dj : j ∈ Iah} be a set of values of the
variable dj determined on a set of subsystems indexed
by elements of a set Iah . Iah represents all subsystems
which interact with the h-th one.

Let us introduce a function ah : Hdh → Vah, where Vah
is a linear space. Accordingly, the function ah assigns an
element of the linear space connected with h-th subsys-
tem to a set of values of variables dj related to interact-
ing subsystems. The function ah is called the function of
kinematic dependence between subsystems. Form of this

dependence is embodied in elements of Vah. The function
ah has structure which allow us to introduce dependence
of quantities on gradients and also higher gradients of in-
troduced variables in our discrete systems necessary for
description of various interactions between subsystems.

We introduce also an additional concept of taking into
account interactions to dimensionally reduced system. In
order to describe interactions between different systems,
a value of gh type in a given point X assigned to a sub-
system can be useful. Consequently, we admit possi-
bility of introducing this kind of quantity. We assume
that it is possible to introduce a transmission function
Tx({gh}) = gx which assigns a value of gx in the point X
to the set of values {gh}. We introduce gx as dependent
on {gh}. Consequently, no additional degrees of freedom
is produced by this kind of function. This method al-
low us to describe interactions in context of a geometry
assigned to subsystems.

The transmission function can be introduced also more
generally without inerpretation of variables in context of
space position. Then, Tα({gh}) = gα assigns additional
variables to the set of existing variables. Sometimes such
transformation allows to model interactions in more con-
venient way.

Application of this function is possible with the help of
the function ah which depends on set of values of fields
distributed in space and describes just interactions. In
particular, the function ah can also be defined with the
help of gx or gα.

Masses related to dynamical system also undergo di-
mensional reduction. This is introduced by πM ({mhi}) =
{Mhp}. Thus, Mhp are inertia coefficients related to h-th
subsystem and are present in the form of SDS.

Summing up these considerations we have obtained
some general premises for formulating the skeletal dy-
namical system. First, the balance of energy and mass
equations should be taken into account. Next, quantities
which appear in these equations should be plotted with
dh and ah(d) as well as with new inertia characteristics,
in order to express state and interactions of subsystems.
The transmission functions can be helpful to this end.

Let us discuss a concept of an identification method of
constants defining RDS from SDS(C). Let C = {ψ(t) :
ψ ∈ M̄, t ∈ T} be a space of continuous time processes in
M̄ with a metric ρ : C×C → R+∪{0}. We can construct
two kinds of processes. The first one is based on solution
ϕ(ϕ0,f)(t) of Eq. (2) and have the form πT (ϕ(ϕ0,f)(t)).
The second one is created by the skeletal dynamical sys-
tem with assumed constants C. Thus, we have a solu-
tion of equations of SDS as d(C, π(ϕ0), f̄))(t), where
f̄(t) = πfT (f(t)). Let us consider the function

h(ϕ0,f) =

inf
C∈Ce

ρ(d(C, π(ϕ0), f̄)(t), πT (ϕ(ϕ0,f)(t))), (14)

where Ce is an admissible set of constants for which en-
ergy of the system is well approximated. It means that
for each C ∈ Ce, E(ϕ)(t) ≈ E(d)(t).
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Let C∗ stands for constants for which the function h
attains a minimum. Then, a satisfactory approximation
should have the property that C∗ exhibits a weak de-
pendence on d0 and f . This, in turn, is connected with
assumed functions πT and SDS which reflect correctness
of averaged modelling. Finally, we have to choose a con-
stant C̄ from the set of C∗ by an averaging method.
Then

C̄ = Av{C∗ : C∗(d0, f̄),d0 ∈ M̄, f̄ ∈ F̄)}, (15)
where Av means the averaging operation. Obtained con-
stants C̄ determine a dimensionally reduced dynamical
system RDS(C̄). By means of formulae (14), (15) an
approximation and identification procedure denoted gen-
erally by app is established.

We can discuss also another kind of an approximation
procedure. Let us assume that there is a relation Rapp
between variables and forces of SDS and constants cEDS
considered in the elementary dynamical system.

Let us consider a system of equations
{L̄TG, T̄C}(C,dg,dc) = {f̄ ,B}, (16)

Rapp(dg,dc, f̄ ,Bc, cEDS) = 0. (17)
We assume that Eq. (16) and the relation Rapp create
together such a system of equations which enables to
determine C̄ = C(cEDS). In such a case the reduced
dynamical system is also determined.

Summing up these considerations let us notice
that the following general procedure is established:
{EDS,DR} → RDS(C̄). It means that the dimensional
reduction procedure DR = {πT , πfT , SDS, app} acting
on an elementary dynamical system (2) leads to obtain-
ing the reduced dynamical system RDS. Consequently,
RDS is considered as describing approximately, evolu-
tion of our initially introduced physical system.

3.5. Continuum with finite-dimensional fields
Continuum mechanics is important method of mod-

elling widely applied also in mechanics of materials.
Therefore we should discuss how we see place of contin-
uum mechanics on our way leading to unified mechanics
of materials. Formal mathematical foundations of con-
tinuum mechanics are done within rational mechanics [6].
We introduce here modification of continuum mechanics
with special regard to placing it in the more general the-
ory of collection of dynamical systems with dimensional
reduction.

Continuum mechanics describes properties of a mate-
rial in more averaged way than this is done by molec-
ular dynamics for instance. However, fields on contin-
uum create predominantly infinite-dimensional spaces.
On the other hand, molecular dynamics equations have
finite number of degree of freedom. Thereby, equations
of continuum mechanics should be reformulated in order
to have smaller number degree of freedom than the atom-
istic models have. Only then the continuum theory can
be considered as simpler and can be obtained by means
of the dimensional reduction procedure.

The idea of introducing finite dimensional fields con-
sists in assumption on validity of balance equations

not for all subbodies of the body B but only for
their determined family K. It is in fact a generaliza-
tion of classical formulation since all subbodies create
a particular case of K.

The notions of the classical continuum should be mod-
ified with respect to a finite family of subbodies K in
order to obtain spaces of finite dimensional fields. We
would like also to connect notions related to continuum
with an elementary dynamical system. To this end map-
pings defining geometrical objects related to dynamical
subsystems will be used. They have been introduced in
general assumptions characterizing collection of dynami-
cal systems.

Consequently, we can consider mappings Gx, GL, GS ,
GV which assign zero-, one-, two- and three-dimensional
geometrical objects to each subsystem correspondingly.

Let us apply the special case of the map GV :MΠ →
(2Ee)P as GV = GK . Let MK = {K} be a set of
possible families of K = {Kh}, where Kh ⊂ Ee and
intKg ∩ intKh = ∅, g, h ∈ IP . Then, GK : MΠ →
MK , GK({ϕh}) = K. We introduce also the mapping
GKh({ϕh}) = Kh.

Consequently, the mapping GK introduces three-
dimensional disjoint subsets of Ee which will be further
interpreted as partition of the body B into the set of
subbodies Kh and

⋃
Kh.

Let us note that GK({ϕh}(t)) = {Kh}(t) describes
evolution of B(t) =

⋃
hKh(t) in time. Kh(t) will be also

denoted by χt(Kh) in what follows.

Definition 3.1: The body associated with the dynami-
cal system ϕ̇ = L(ϕ,f) is defined with the help of map-
ping GK as Bϕ =

⋃
h∈IP Kh.

Let us apply also the function Gx = Gχ which assigns
a point χh as a distinguished point of χ(Kh) to each
subsystem. Thereby, Gχ : MΠ → {{χh}}. We intro-
duce also a mapping χ̄ : MK → {{χh}}. Consequently,
Gχ = χ̄ ◦ GK . In particular Gχ = Gi defines Xh as
a distinguished point of Kh in a reference configuration.

Let Hχh = {χm,m ∈ Iah} be a particular case of the
set Hαh defined in the previous section. Then, we intro-
duce the function ah : Hχh → Vah and a : {{Hχh}} →
{{ah({χm})}} as a function of kinematic dependence be-
tween subsystems defined here with the help of family K.
Vah is a linear space.

The function χ̄ assigns a set of discrete values of the
field χh, h ∈ IP to the body B with the help of the fam-
ily K. Similarly, the function a assigns a set of discrete
values of the field ah, h ∈ I to the body. However, ah
depends on the finite set of values χm,m ∈ Iah . The defi-
nition of the finite set is introduced with the help of the
set of indexes Iah . This set in turn, contains indexes of
elements of K which have influence on the value of ah.
Usually, they will be related to some neighbouring sets
Ki of Kh. Thus, the functions χ̄ and a together can
express nonlocal properties of the body.

Let V̄D = {{χ̄, a} : {χ̄, a} = {χh, ah}, h ∈ IP }. Let
us define the space Vκ of deformation functions χκ of
the body B with respect to a given configuration κ as
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Vκ = {χκ : χκ = λ ◦ κ−1, λ, κ ∈ C} [6]. Let furthermore,
αχ : V̄D → Vκ be a function and χKκ = α({χh, ah}),
χKκ (Xh) = χh.

Definition 3.2: The deformation function associated
with the distinguished family of subbodies K is a func-
tion χKκ of the form χKκ = αχ({χh, ah}).

Definition 3.3: The motion of the body B associ-
ated with the family of sets K is a continuous map
χt : [0, T ]→ {χKκ }.

With the help of above definitions we have obtained de-
formation function and motion of the body in connection
with the elementary dynamical system. This connection
is expressed by means of functions GK and Gχ.

We also introduce a function T̄ on K, which represents
temperature, as T̄ : K → RP , T̄ ({Kh}) = {Th}. Let
Ibh ⊂ IP and HTh = {Tn, n ∈ Ibh}. Then, we introduce
function bh by analogy to ah as bh : HTh → Vbh and
b : {{HTh}} → {{bh(Tn)}}.

Let us note that assignation of the value Th to the
point χh in χ(Kh) is not so simple as defining χh which
has direct geometrical interpretation. At this moment
we do not discuss this problem precisely. Larger context
for defining of temperature within continuum mechanics
description will be discussed in what follows.

Let V̄TM = {{T̄ , b} : {T̄ , b} = {Th, bh}, h ∈ IP },
VTM = {T (x) : x ∈ χ(B)}. Let us consider a func-
tion αT : V̄TM → VTM and TK = αT ({Th, bh}).

Definition 3.4: The temperature field TK associated
with the distinguished family of subbodies K is the field
obtained with the help of the function αT as TK =
αT ({Th, bh}).

The function αχ assigns a deformation function field
χKκ to the set of its discrete values. The aim of this
function is to introduce a continuous field χ on the body
B. Similar role plays the function αT for T . Thus, the
spaces of such fields Imαχ ⊂ Vκ and ImαT ⊂ VTM are
finite-dimensional, where Imφmeans the image of a func-
tion φ. Consequently, we have obtained continuum with
finite-dimensional fields in relation to an elementary dy-
namical system.

3.6. Balance of mass and energy for continuum
mechanics

We have introduced previously various assumptions re-
lated to collection of dynamical systems. They admit
existence of functions m̃, Jϕij , cϕ, Eϕ, Wϕij , Rϕ which
introduce masses mi, efflux of mass Jij , source of mass
ci, efflux of energyWij and source of energy Ri accompa-
nied by subsystems. Consequently, mentioned functions
indexed here by ϕ are referred directly to the elementary
dynamical system.

We use these functions to reformulation of general form
of balance of mass and energy equations defined for col-
lection of dynamical system to the case of continuum.

Let m̃ :MΠ → {{mh}} be mapping which determines
a set of mass related to collection of dynamical systems.
LetMM = {{Mh}} and M :MK →MM be a function

which determines masses assigned to Kh. We have also
that πh◦M(K) = Mh, whereMh is the total mass related
toKh. Mh are defined by means of the relationM◦GK =
i◦m̃, where i is identity mapping. Consequently, a system
of mass related to continuum is introduced by means of
mapping m̃ defined on elementary dynamical system. Let
B =

⋃
hKh, h ∈ IB , where IB ⊂ IP is a set of indexes

defining an arbitrary subbody B of the body also denoted
by B. Then, M(B) =

∑
h∈IB Mh. Using this definition

we obtain mass related to subbodies as a kind of measure
defined on the body.

Energy accompanied by the elementary dynamical sys-
tem is introduced by means of the function Eϕ :MΠ →
RP . Then, energy E : MK → {Eh}, Eh = πh ◦ E({Kh})
assigned to each Kh, is defined by means of the relation
E ◦GK = i◦Eϕ. As a result, we are able to define energy
related to subbody as E(B) =

∑
h Eh. We assume further

that E = E + T is sum of internal energy and kinetic
energy.

Source of mass cϕ : MΠ → RP and source of energy
Rϕ : MΠ → RP are defined now as C : MK → RP ,
R : MK → RP by means of relations C ◦ GK = i ◦
cϕ and R ◦ GK = i ◦ Rϕ. These quantities are defined
for subbodies by means of expressions C(B) =

∑
h Ch,

R(B) =
∑
hRh.

Efflux of mass Jϕij : MΠ → R and efflux of energy
Wϕij :MΠ → R are defined as Jij : Ki×Kj → R, where
Jij is determined by means of Jij ◦(GKi×GKj) = i◦Jϕij
and Wij : Ki × Kj → R, where we obtain Wij from
Wij ◦ (GKi ×GKj) = i ◦Wϕij .

Let us consider the boundary of the body ∂B =
∂
⋃
hKh. Then, J(∂B) =

∑
i∈IB ,m∈IP−IB Jim and

W (∂B) =
∑
i∈IB ,m∈IP−IB Wim.

We consider also ∂Bs ⊂ ∂B which is defined as ∂Bs =⋃
h∈Is(∂Kh∩∂B), Is ⊂ IB . There exists relation between

∂Bs and set of Jim. We assume that pair of indexes
{i,m} is associated with ∂Bs if ∂Bs is a border between
subsystems i and m. Then, J(∂Bs) =

∑
i∈Is,m∈Isi Jim.

With the help of introduced functions, the balance
of mass Eq. (4) interpreted in terms of continuum is
given by

Ṁ(B) + J(∂B)− C(B) = 0 (18)
with the additional condition satisfied for arbitrary
∂Bs ⊂ ∂B

J(∂Bs) = J̄(∂Bs). (19)
The balance of energy Eq. (7) expressed in terms of con-
tinuum is assumed in the following form:

Ė(B) + Ṫ (B) +W (∂B)−R(B) = 0, (20)
with the additional condition satisfied for arbitrary
∂Bs ⊂ ∂B

W (∂Bs) = W̄ (∂Bs). (21)
Neglecting at the moment detailed representations of in-
troduced below quantities, we formulate also the second
law of thermodynamics as a supplementary postulate.
This is given with the help of the balance entropy ex-
pressed as
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P (B) = Ṡ(B) +H(∂B)−N(B) ≥ 0, (22)
where S is entropy, H is efflux of entropy and N stands
for source of entropy. P represents production of this
quantity.

Above introduced balance of mass and energy equa-
tions should be considered as framework for determina-
tion of a continuum skeletal dynamical system. This
can be done when we apply particular representations
of quantities which appear in (18)–(22). The continuum
skeletal dynamical system is then element of dimensional
reduction procedure applied to an elementary dynamical
system. In particular this elementary dynamical system
can represent molecular dynamics equations and by this
can create foundations for the continuum description.

3.7. Comments on role of molecular dynamics within
unified mechanics of materials

Discussed in previous section concept of multiscale
modelling called collection of dynamical systems with di-
mensional reduction is aimed at integration of various
scale processes within one theoretical framework. How-
ever within this approach we should indicate preferred
scales for corresponding unified description.

The first distinguished scale is the atomic scale and by
this description by molecular dynamics method. On this
level we can describe interactions between atoms by cor-
responding potentials. Various phenomena in materials
has to be discussed just on atomic level. Let us men-
tion mechanisms of various type reorganization of atomic
arrangements. Recrystallization of material during slip
plasticity induced by temperature changes can be seen
as an example of such a reorganization.

Let us elucidate role of molecular dynamics within col-
lection of dynamical systems with dimensional reduction
by considering some particular methods of modelling.

Physical systems frequently can be characterized by
variables of two types. The first one is related to slowly
varying and the second one to quickly varying processes.
Well known example is related to a system with deforma-
tion and temperature considered within continuum me-
chanics.

Having this in mind we illustrate here a general con-
cept of creating of foundations for continuum mechanics
basing on such a decomposition. Consequently, let us in-
troduce a special case of πT = {πST , πQT } in which two
parts related to slowly and quickly varying variables are
discriminated. As a result of this d(t) = πT (ϕ(t)) can be
expressed as d = {dS ,dQ} = {πST (ϕ), πQT (ϕ)}.

Let us assume also that the elementary dynamical sys-
tem is a Hamiltonian dynamical system which takes the
form

dqi
dt

= vi, mi
dvi
dt

= −∂H
∂qi

+ fi, (23)

where i ∈ IN = {1, 2, . . . , N}, H is a Hamiltonian and
fi is a force acting on i-th material point. Let q = {qi},
v = {vi}. Then, variables of our EDS takes the form
ϕ = {q,v}.

Such an option of the elementary dynamical system
suggests possibility of application of molecular dynam-
ics calculations for creation of physical foundations for
continuum model. Consequently, we assume in general
that physical foundations for more averaged models, in
particular continuum models, are better expressible in
smaller scale. This assumption seems to be natural since
fundamental physics is related directly to elementary par-
ticles and atoms. On the other hand, currently applied
equations of more averaged continuum models are based
usually on assumptions related to considerable averaged
processes. However, this averaging is frequently based
on intuition related to corresponding scale or experimen-
tal data related to averaged processes. Then, we are
not aware which processes are lost during this averaging
by intuition. All this justifies general tendency to ob-
tain better physical foundations following from atomistic
models.

Let us take a set of time instants t0 < t1 < . . . < tK
which belong to the time interval T = [t0, t0 + T ],
tK = t0 + T , and let IK = {0, 1, . . . ,K}. By means
of these instants we divide the time interval into the sum
T =

⋃
k Tk, Tk = [tk−1, tk], k = 1, . . . ,K. Then, for each

k we can calculate the value of q̃k as

q̃k =
1

Tk

∫
Tk

q(t)dt. (24)

A value q̃0 = q(t0) is assigned to k = 0. With the aid of
sequence of values {q̃k}, k ∈ IK we can generate a func-
tion q̃(t) = Iq({q̃k}), where Iq is an approximation pro-
cedure. Now, we are able to decompose the variable q(t)
into two summands

q(t) = q̃(t) + δq(t). (25)
Thus, q̃(t) represents the slowly varying part of q(t) and
δq(t) its rapidly varying part.

The question is what properties should the approxi-
mation procedure Iq have in order to describe real slowly
varying process in accordance with the introduced set
{qk}. Slowly varying variable should gradually change
its values between given points. This fact should be
expressed by possible small values of the second time
derivatives. Consequently, the approximation procedure
Iq could be defined as a process of finding a function q̃(t)
which satisfy the following set of properties:

Iq({q̃k}) = q̃(t),

supt∈T (|∂
2q̃
∂t2 |)→ inf

q̃(τk) = q̃k, τk = 0.5(tk−1 + tk),

q̃(t) ∈ Cn, n ≥ 2, t ∈ T.

(26)

It should be expected also that
∫
Tk

(q−q̃)dt =
∫
Tk
δqdt ≈

0, where "≈" means equality with an admissible er-
ror. As a result of this decomposition we are able to
consider q̇(t) = ˙̃q(t) + δq̇(t). Decomposition defined
by (26) has been realized by means of finite element
approximation in [7].

Let At({q, q̇}(t)) = {q̃, δq, ˙̃q, δq̇}(t). Let us intro-
duce further special kinds of variables. Let they be
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denoted by d = {dS ,dQ}, dS = {dSC ,dSξ,dSV } and
dQ = {dQC ,dQθ,dQV }, where dSC , dQC are called con-
figurational variables, dSV = ḋSC , dQV = ḋQC . It is
admitted that not all ḋSC , ḋQC are present in set of
variables dS , dQ. Some of them can be neglected. dSξ,
dQθ are internal state variables.

Taking into account above decompositions we as-
sume that there exists mappings πS and πQ which
gives {dSC ,dSξ} = πS ◦ At(ϕ(t)) and {dQC ,dQθ} =
πQ ◦ At(ϕ(t)). Let DSt({dSC ,dSξ}) = dS and
DQt({dQC ,dQθ}) = dQ. Then the form of πT is de-
termined by

πT = {πST , πQT } =

{DSt ◦ πS ◦At, DQt ◦ πQ ◦At}. (27)
We introduce also the map π(ϕ0) = d0 which depends on
πT by assumption that π(ϕ(t0)) = π(πT (ϕ(t)),ϕ(t0) =
ϕ0). By means of π initial conditions can be transferred
between scales.

Similar SQ-decomposition can be carried out for forces
f . To this end we calculate the following time averaged
quantities:

f̃k =
1

Tk

∫
Tk

f(t)dt. (28)

Then, we have f̃(t) = If (f̃k) with the help of an approx-
imation procedure If . Finally, we obtain the decomposi-
tion

f(t) = f̃(t) + δf(t). (29)
Let Bt(f(t)) = {f̃(t), δf(t)} and πSf ◦ Bt(f(t)) = f̄S ,
πQf ◦Bt(f(t)) = f̄Q. Finally, we obtain the general form
of the map

πfT = {πSf ◦Bt, πQf ◦Bt}. (30)
In general it is expected that mappings πT and πfT are
not entirely independent. Structure of πT and operator
LT should have influence on kind of dimensional reduc-
tion applied to f . Establishing of possible dependence
between πT , πfT is very complicated in general case. We
postulate merely that there exist relation RL(πT , πfT )
which join considered two mappings. Consequently, it is
assumed that in the case of SQ decomposition RL = I
or in other words, the same procedures are represented
by πT and πfT .

Accordingly, we have obtained the following decompo-
sition of variables of the new dynamical system:
d = {dS ,dQ} = {dSC ,dSξ,dSV ,dQC ,dQθ,dQV }.

We have already introduced two kinds of variables χh
and Th for our continuum with finite-dimensional fields.
It means that SQ-decomposition is accepted in contin-
uum description. Indeed, Th represents averaged proper-
ties of quickly varying processes and χh the slowly vary-
ing ones.

We can introduce the following interpretation of intro-
duced variables: dSC = {χh}, dSV = {χ̇h}, dSξ = {ηh}
as internal state variables, dQC = {Th}, dQθ = ∅,
dQV = ∅. In two last cases we have neglected internal
state variables related to quickly varying processes and

time derivative of temperature Th.
It is possible to deduce using also form of EDS (23)

that the balance of energy equation (20) can be expressed
in the form [4]:

Ė(B) + Ṫ (B) +WS(∂B) +WQ(∂B)−RS(B)

−RQ(B) = 0. (31)
We can assume also that balance of mass equation sub-
sequently applied takes the simple form Ṁh = 0.

These equations lead to determination of continuum
skeletal dynamical system by means of application of
particular representation of quantities in (31). Conse-
quently we see an example of using of molecular dynam-
ics method as an elementary dynamical system which is
next applied to determination of reduced dimensionally
dynamical system representing continuum description.

Molecular dynamics simulations lead to gathering of
considerable amount of data. As a result of this it is
difficult to interpret and manipulate such a data. Col-
lection of dynamical systems with dimensional reduction
can transform obtained by molecular dynamics simula-
tions data into dimensionally reduced models of mechan-
ics of materials. This shows that possible role of molecu-
lar dynamics method within collection of dynamical sys-
tem with dimensional reduction is to produce data by
numerical simulation and next coin on this basis reduced
dimensionally models. Then the reduced models can be
seen as containers of these data represented by constants
of the reduced models.

Above discussion accentuates also difference in this ap-
proach and statistical mechanics approach where physical
basis for continuum mechanics can also be created. In our
case all models are deterministic. Method of averaging
of solutions defines temperature for instance as related
to averaging of quickly varying processes. Thereby, we
see that precise definition of temperature on this way
can be difficult but is important. This is not stochastic
averaging.

Let us note that temperature should be well defined
also in case of deterministic models. Stochasticity in this
case is related rather to initial conditions. However it is
imaginable that we know such initial conditions precisely.
Then, temperature should be also well defined. Thereby,
stochasticity should not be necessary condition for def-
inition of temperature. Let us also note that formula-
tion of stochastic approach in case of multiscale method
represented by collection of dynamical systems has been
discussed in [8].

3.8. Comments on role of nanoscale models within
unified mechanics of materials

The second distinguished scale of modelling within our
striving towards unified mechanics of materials following
directly after the atomic scale is the nanoscale.

Mechanisms of inelastic deformation are frequently re-
lated to nanoscale description. Let us mention mecha-
nisms of martensitic transformation leading to consider-
able strain of material or mechanisms of slip plasticity.
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In the first case we have to describe mechanisms of mo-
tion of single interfaces between austenite and martensite
or between various martensite variants. In the second
case we have to consider single slip surfaces.

Important role is designed to nanoscale description of
phenomena in materials. Let us notice that such models
are rather complex. By this they are usually not conve-
nient for direct engineering applications in similar way
as macroscopic models. This makes difficult to find jus-
tification for development of nanoscale models. However,
by providing above discussed multiscale method of mod-
elling we determine context for development of nanoscale
models. They should play role of descriptions related to
intermediate scale between atomic one and more aver-
aged engineering models.

Hitherto in literature we have to do with statistical me-
chanics which is applied to transition from atomic models
to more averaged ones. However, this transition is dif-
ficult when considerable number of phenomena happens
in intermediate scales. This is seen as obstacle against
wide application of statistical mechanics in engineering.
Therefore indicating nanoscale models as models of in-
termediate scale, where transition between various scales
is carried out by method called here dimensional reduc-
tion, can make possible wider application of descriptions
based on atomic scale.

We tend towards unified mechanics of materials.
Therefore we should have at our disposal also possibil-
ity of unified description of various phenomena on the
same nanoscale level. In literature we encounter models
which can be interpreted as nanoscale ones [9–11]. They
are based on Landau theory where free energy is deter-
mined by means of polynomials. This approach is not
too convenient for unification of various phenomena. In
case of more complex processes the free energy has to be
defined by means of polynomials with very high degree.
However it is difficult to carry out physical interpretation
of introduced models with the aid of such polynomials.

In order to avoid this difficulty one introduces method
which determines graph of the free energy for nanoscale
description as fibre manifold spanned on geometrical
skeleton which has good physical interpretation [4, 12].
Let us mention shear systems for martensitic transfor-
mation or slip systems for slip plasticity with single slip
surfaces, space distribution of habit planes for marten-
sitic transformation in crystal structure for instance as
examples of elements of such a geometrical skeleton.

This method of determination of the free energy func-
tion is applied in elaboration of nanoscale description of
martensitic transformation [12–16], nanoscale descrip-
tion of slip plasticity [17] or nanoscale model of frac-
ture [18].

Free energy defined by means of fibre manifold allow us
to introduce unified description of martensitic transfor-
mation and slip plasticity [19] and also unify this descrip-
tion with description of fracture [4]. Discussion of whole
methodology leading to unified description in mechanics
of materials has been carried out in [20].

Summarizing, by above discussion we accentuate par-
ticular role which is assigned to nanoscale models on way
leading to unified mechanics of materials. We have elab-
orated methodology of unifying description on the same
nanoscale level. On the other hand nanoscale models
are seen as segment of unified multiscale description by
collection of dynamical systems where they are a bridge
between atomic scale models and more averaged contin-
uum models.

3.9. Remarks on descriptions with various types of
dimensional reductions

We have mentioned in introduction to collection of dy-
namical systems that joining of various types of mod-
els obtained by various types of dimensional reductions
procedures is important for unification of theoretical de-
scription.

Let us note that smaller scale models have more ho-
mogeneous description and transition to another model
is less frequent. Let us mention description by molecular
dynamics at atomic level. Then all phenomena can be
described by the same equations as a matter of fact. We
neglect at this moment possibility of various descriptions
at this level.

Then after the dimensional reduction procedure to-
wards nanoscale models we can obtain various models.
Let us mention physically nonlinear elasticity and dis-
cussed previously martensitic transformation, slip plas-
ticity or fracture. The question is how we can define
critical conditions for change of description during nu-
merical simulations.

Within nanoscale models critical conditions are deter-
mined by means of the free energy function [4, 17, 19].
Boundary of elastic region for nonlinear elasticity defined
within the free energy determines conditions for initiation
of transition to new martensite variant, initiation of slip
on a given slip surface or initiation of a crack. After ex-
ceeding of the critical conditions additional equations can
be activated for further description of evolution of mate-
rial. By this fact unificational role of the free energy is
accentuated. In this place important role of method of
determination of the free energy function as fibre mani-
fold is also accentuated.

Critical conditions for larger scale models have to be
determined with the aid of analysis of particular dimen-
sional reductions methods.

3.10. On concept of design of structures and processes
in relation to various scales

We should comment why the multiscale description
which should be considered in a future as unified descrip-
tion of processes in materials creates appropriate environ-
ment for the design processes.

Let us note that the design process could be related
to arbitrary aspects expressed by the model. Therefore,
universality of such a design needs unified description of
all phenomena. It explains why we tend just towards
unified description. On the other hand, design criteria
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can be related to properties expressed in various scales.
Therefore multiscale description seems to be appropriate.

Let us express the design task in the following general
form:

J (x, u)→ inf,

ẋ = A(x, u),

x(t0) = x0 ∈ X,u ∈ U.
(32)

expressed above task of design contains functional J ,
equations describing evolution of material associated
with variables x in general, the set X and the set U
containing parameters u. Design criteria are expressed
by the functional J and sets X and U .

We decide which scale is applied for description of pro-
cesses. If the design is associated with organization of
atoms then molecular dynamics equations could be ap-
propriate. The set X could be responsible for arrange-
ment of atoms as well as their kinds expressible within
initial conditions. However other design criteria could be
related to various scales.

The functional J could represent elastic constant for
instance as related to considerably larger scale. Param-
eters u also could represent various properties related to
various scales. They could be calculated by means of
methods of transition between various scale models. Con-
sequently the dimensional reduction procedure would be
taken into account in defining the functional J and also
defining role of parameters u in this functional.

Above discussed kind of thinking manifests tendency
towards making design of structures and processes in var-
ios scales as systematic procedure.

4. Concept of theory directed to determination
of source of precision for nanotechnological

processes

4.1. Vacuum medium mechanics as theory which
indicates source of precision for small scale processes

Small scale processes are associated with dynamics to
larger degree than large scale processes where we can con-
sider even statics. Observing biological processes in cell
corresponding to nanotechnology such as protein synthe-
sis or repair of DNA for instance we see large precision
within processes associated with considerable dynamics.
This suggests that we have to do there with an attractor
representing just dynamical properties, which is respon-
sible for self-organization on the most fundamental level
and manifested in corresponding molecular systems. This
self-organization is seen in this case as maintaining high
precision of processes.

The question is which theory is able to indicate this at-
tractor. Let us note that persistence of life indicates that
this attractor is associated with considerable power and
accidental nonlinearities are rather not able to define it.

Quantum mechanics is constructed initially as linear
theory [21, 22]. Sometimes it is modified to a nonlinear
theory. Quantum electrodynamics has structure close to
quantum mechanics [22, 23]. Furthermore, mentioned

theories are based on geometry to large degree. There-
fore description of dynamics seems to be of secondary aim
considered during construction of these theories. System
of fundamental notions applied to these theories is rather
poor in order to describe mechanism of motion of elemen-
tary particles. Let us mention in this place that these
theories consider point like-particles.

Observed nanotechnological processes in cell, consid-
ered as open with respect to matter and energy, suggest
that excited states are important in these processes. On
the other hand, excited states in long molecules seem to
be rather nonstationary one. This does not fit entirely
to quantum mechanical description where excited states
are associated with an eigenvalue of an operator and are
similar by this to stationary ones.

Above discussion suggests that quantum mechanics or
quantum electrodynamics do not describe appropriately
dynamics on the most fundamental level and are not able
to indicate attractor governing self-organization within
molecular processes in cell.

The question is which theory is able to do it. Above
discussion shows that we need a fundamental theory of
elementary particles which should describe an attractor.
Furthermore, molecular systems in single cell are energet-
ically open systems. This means that excited states have
to be modelled also in the context of self-organization
process.

Let us note that long lasting evolution leads to
homeothermality. This is real experiment carried out by
nature. It indicates that conjugation of electronic and
nuclei motion in molecular systems should be described
with appropriate quality. All this induces serious require-
ments for our fundamental theory.

In order to construct fundamental theory describing
so many aspects for low energy elementary particles we
should use sufficiently rich set of premises. Furthermore,
we should have confidence in such a theory. In other
words it is difficult to separate low energy physics from
high energy physics since both descriptions should be
consistent. Let us notice that many experimental results
which would be taken into account as premises follow
from high energy accelerator experiments. In order to
obtain still more profound system of premises and tests
of our theory we should also use experimental results
which are obtained by nature in cosmological scale. Con-
tradiction of our theory with cosmological results would
decrease confidence in our theory having in mind its fun-
damental and universal aspects.

In order to maintain mentioned consistency we should
construct in fact a fundamental theory which is universal.
Then, our confidence in such a theory would be appro-
priate.

Consequently, in order to construct universal theory we
should organize first a plane for unification of all four el-
ementary particle interactions instead of constructing di-
rectly models of separate interactions. In order to model
better dynamical processes we should organize more ele-
mentary level for doing assumptions of our theory. This
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level should be placed even below the elementary parti-
cles level.

The last statement means that elementary particles
should not be point-like particles since point-like ap-
proach means in fact averaging of a real particle proper-
ties to whole particle avoiding description of its internal
dynamics. Thereby particles should be modelled as ex-
tended and have its own internal dynamics which would
be able to explain mechanisms of motion of these parti-
cles. Importance of description of mechanisms of motion
follows from observed difficulties with explanation of role
of mass in elementary particle physics. It also means
that just dynamics of processes is treated superficially
by current theories. In order to satisfy above require-
ments we introduce vacuum medium mechanics [24–31]
where vacuum medium is considered as four-component.
At first stage of development of such a theory we con-
struct qualitative model of all important and observed
phenomena associated with all four elementary particle
interactions. This step is important in order to deter-
mine system of fundamental notions useful for unification
of all mentioned elementary particle interactions. Place-
ment of postulates within vacuum medium give a chance
for better description of dynamics. Elementary parti-
cles appear then as extended, not point-like objects with
internal dynamics. Within vacuum medium mechanics
we are able to characterize attractor responsible for self-
organization of molecular systems. This leads to determi-
nation of mechanisms of evolution of biological systems
based on the most fundamental level of description as
well as characterizing source of precision necessary for
nanotechnological processes.

4.2. Assumptions related to the vacuum
medium structure

The vacuum medium mechanics is discussed in several
papers [24–31]. We introduce here main assumptions re-
lated to the vacuum medium in order to provide context
for further discussion.

Various cosmological investigations indicate that the
space of the Universe is flat. Furthermore, investigations
of background radiation show existence of a reference
configuration with respect to radiation in our space.

Having in mind above remarks we identify our medium
with three-dimensional space E3, where we introduce
a Cartesian coordinate system X = {Xi}, i = 1, 2, 3,
X ∈ E3. We assume furthermore that behaviour of our
medium does not induce any changes of introduced ge-
ometry at this stage of our considerations.

The vacuum medium is considered as a mixture of four
components [24] joined within an elementary unit iden-
tified at this moment with a point of space. Motivations
for assuming four components follows from observation
that the Maxwell equations exhibit a symmetry with re-
spect to electric and magnetic field. This induces con-
sidering at least two components. However, creation of
electron–positron pair indicates that a separation of com-
ponents is associated with electric field only. Therefore,
two components are assigned to electric field. By anal-

ogy to observed symmetry between electric and magnetic
fields two other components are also assigned to the mag-
netic field.

It is further assumed here that these components con-
stitute four-component elementary units which create
a stable medium for low energy states. In the continuum
description applied here the elementary units correspond
to points of space. However, in particular cases we can
also assume that elementary units have a finite size which
is more natural and convenient in our considerations.

We introduce densities which represent an amount of
component related to a volume which can be discussed
owing to the introduced coordinate system. Thus, we as-
sume that %v, %v̄, %w, %w̄ and % stand for densities of the
components and the density of the united media, respec-
tively. We have then

%v + %v̄ + %w + %w̄ = %. (33)
Symbols of these densities will be applied also as names
for corresponding to them media.

State of each elementary unit is described by displace-
ments or a kind of polarization of discussed components
within units. They are represented by vectors v, v̄, w,
w̄. We assume that two pairs of the components are dis-
criminated by special interactions. Components within
each pair are able to move with respect to each other.
As a result, we can reduce in some cases the number of
variables by introducing the new ones: u = v − v̄ and
q = w − w̄. At this moment it is also assumed that
v̄ = −v, w̄ = −w.

Considering state of the elementary unit we come to
a natural question. To what degree such a polarization
has a geometrical representation associated with classical
displacements.

It seems reasonable that direction in space could be
well defined within the elementary unit. Indeed, our intu-
ition related to geometrical interpretation of space follows
from straight propagation of light. In discussed model
propagation of light is connected with transfer of inter-
actions between elementary units. Therefore, it seems to
be reasonable that such interactions determine direction
within the elementary unit.

Interpretation of the polarization as displacements is
perhaps not entirely convenient. Length of vector repre-
senting polarization should be in accordance with a size
of the elementary unit which imposes constraints on de-
gree of polarization. Therefore, we introduce a relation
between degree of polarization and assigned to it dis-
placements. We do this by functions

vG = Gv(v), v̄G = Gv̄(v̄), (34)
and

wG = Gw(w), w̄G = Gw̄(w̄). (35)
The functions Gv, Gv̄, Gw, Gw̄ assign geometrical displace-
ments to vectors describing state of the elementary unit
as vectors having the same directions.

Let |v| be length of the vector v. Then, structure of
the function Gv can be expressed as Gv(v) = G̃v(|v|)nv,
where nv = v/|v|.
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Assignation of displacements to each kind of polariza-
tion enables incorporating of results of classical contin-
uum mechanics to our methods of modelling. Conse-
quently, we can introduce interpretation that each com-
ponent deforms separately during interactions with the
remaining ones. We are able to describe such a defor-
mation by means of the deformation function which is
considered in continuum mechanics [6]. This is formally
possible since we have introduced the coordinate system.

Consequently, deformation of each component is de-
scribed by deformation functions xv = χv(X), xv̄ =
χv̄(X), xw = χw(X), xw̄ = χw̄(X), where X are points
of a reference configuration. As a result we can consider
displacements determined by means of (34) and (35) in
connection with the deformation function by expressions

vG = xv −X, v̄G = xv̄ −X,

wG = xw −X, w̄G = xw̄ −X. (36)
The reference configuration can be interpreted as describ-
ing nonexcited, equilibrium vacuum medium.

The variables u and q are identified with the vector
of the electric field intensity E and the magnetic in-
duction vector B, respectively. Propagation of u and
q through the vacuum medium is interpreted as electro-
magnetic wave.

We also introduce a displacement hG in the elemen-
tary unit corresponding to gravitational field h by

hG = Gh(h). (37)
We do not interpret this displacement precisely. It repre-
sents an internal state of the elementary unit. Perhaps it
is related to deformation of such a unit. Perhaps it repre-
sents a reorganization having vectorial character. We can
also admit a fifth component into considerations. How-
ever, at this moment we have not sufficient premises for
introduction of interpretations.

In the paper [24] we have assumed that the medium
% can be decomposed into the sum % = a + b for higher
energy, where

a = %v + 1
2
(%w + %w̄) (38)

and
b = %v̄ + 1

2
(%w + %w̄). (39)

This decomposition appears as a result of attaining by
u a critical value u∗ characteristic for the discussed
medium.

Relations (38) and (39) can be understood as describ-
ing change of densities during separation of component
process. However, they should be understood less for-
mally rather as a balance of amount of corresponding
components denoted also as densities. This is so since we
do not analyse here any change of volumes. Furthermore
we assume in what follows that volume corresponding to
a and b is considerably smaller than that one correspond-
ing to %. Thereby, the relations (38) and (39) are devoted
at this stage of considerations to accentuate that a change
of structure within component organization happens. We
do not understand of this change too precisely yet. How-
ever, by mentioning of the relations (38) and (39) we

obtain a bridge-head for further analysis of mechanisms
of separation of components.

Components a and b create medium of electron and
positron respectively when they rotate. In such a case
the components are separated from the remaining part of
the medium by a discontinuity surface. Then, motion of
this surface determines of motion of electron or positron.

We also admit rotation of a part of the %-medium sep-
arated by a discontinuity surface from remaining part of
stable %-medium. Such a state is identified with neutrino
and motion of the discontinuity surface describes motion
of the neutrino. This motion is not associated with sep-
aration of components. Therefore motion of neutrino is
not associated with any wave function.

We assume that each component %v, %v̄, %w, %w̄ consid-
ered separately attracts its own elements. Components a
and b have the same property. Attraction between vari-
ous kinds of components takes place for sufficiently small
energy which leads to formation of the elementary units.
Components a and b after separation also exhibit attrac-
tion which can lead, for some conditions, to recovering
of the elementary units and thereby the four-component
vacuum medium structure.

We could consider several energetic levels with differ-
ent kinematics. The lowest energy is connected with dis-
placements u and q only. Higher energy levels are as-
sociated with elementary particles. Consequently, elec-
tron and positron are viewed as rotating a and b-media
separated from % by a discontinuity surface [24]. This
separation happens when a critical value u = u∗ is at-
tained by the electric field. Interactions between particles
and electromagnetic field are determined with the help of
boundary conditions given on the discontinuity surface.

One also admits coexistence of components a, b and %
in the same point of space. Such a state is considered as
a nonequilibrium state of the vacuum medium and has to
relax to a lower energy level. In particular when electron
moves then motion of the separation surface is associ-
ated with production of an excess of b before the particle
and transferring of a into the particle as well as stopping
part of a behind the electron. This induces just nonequi-
librium distribution of components around the particle.
Consequently {a, b, %}(X) associated with moving parti-
cle is interpreted as the wave function. Problem of evolu-
tion of such a nonequilibrium distribution of components
was discussed in [26].

Introduced above notions lead to a continuum descrip-
tion of the vacuum medium related to a scale consid-
erably smaller than size of particles such as electron or
neutrino. Therefore, the particles are seen by the model
as extended particles.

4.3. General characterization of attractor
considered within vacuum medium mechanics

Vacuum medium mechanics is formulated with the aim
of improving description of dynamics of elementary par-
ticles. In this approach considerably extended system
of fundamental notions is introduced in comparison with
other theories of elementary particles. These fundamen-
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tal assumptions are related directly to vacuum medium
and elementary particles, their charge, spin and mass ap-
pear as consequence and are not fundamental notions. As
a result of this dynamics of processes related to elemen-
tary particles can be described in larger context.

The chain state of particles with the same charge is
important type of interactions which does not appear
in quantum mechanics and is described within vacuum
medium mechanics [26, 28]. One indicates that this dy-
namical state is responsible for self-organization just in
molecular systems [28].

Electron within vacuum medium mechanics is con-
sidered as extended particle. Full description of elec-
tron is a complicated task and its theory is not finished
yet within vacuum medium mechanics. However, it is
shown that important properties of electron are express-
ible within vacuum medium mechanics. Let us mention
here description of waving of component distribution in
vacuum medium associated with moving of electron [26],
possible mechanism of spin generation [30] or distribution
of electric field around the extended electron [31].

We consider here a simplified model of electron. How-
ever its behavior is based on assumptions related to vac-
uum medium [28]. We discuss this model in order to illus-
trate role of the chain state. We assume now that electron
is a classical point-like particle described by equations

dR

dt
= v, (40)

m
dv

dt
= f , (41)

where R, v, and m are position, velocity, and mass of
electron, correspondingly.

The force f acting on the electron has more complex
form. We assume that this force has two main compo-
nents

f = fu + fab. (42)
The component fu represents force induced by electro-
static field only. We do not discuss here any other pos-
sible sources of force such as magnetic or gravitational
field for instance at this moment.

The component fab represents influence of nonequilib-
rium distribution of components of the vacuum medium
induced by motion of particle expressed as force acting
on the classical point-like particle. Thereby, role of the
wave function will be represented just by the force fab.

The force fu is defined in classical way. The force fab
needs a kind of constitutive equations in order to reflect
possibility of modelling of a discrete set of electronic or-
bits or various interparticle interactions.

Motion of the electron is associated with an excess of
the component b in front of the particle and a deficiency
of this component and also excess of a within zone at the
back of the electron. Way of relaxation of this nonequilib-
rium distribution of components is associated with a sys-
tem of forces acting on the electron. We assume that

fab = fDS + fb + fa. (43)
The force fb represents a barrier against motion of the

electron due to an excess of the component b in front of
the particle and has direction opposite to the motion ap-
proximately. The force fa associated with nonbalanced
component a behind of the particle, also acts against mo-
tion and has direction tangent to the path of the par-
ticle. The force fDS is parallel by assumption to the
force fb but has the sense the same as velocity and rep-
resents dynamics of separation of components in front of
the particle.

We assume that the force fab can be expressed in the
form

fab = fDS(v)t− fb(b)t− fa(a)tpth, (44)
where t is a unit vector which should be determined,
tpth = v/|v| is unit vector tangent to the path of the
electron. Functions fb and fa are increasing with respect
to b and a by assumption.

The relation (44) indicates that we have to do with
variables a and b which are not present in (40) and (41)
and should be determined by additional equations. We
postulate them in the following forms:

da

dt
= c̄a(v) + cJa (45)

and
db

dt
= c̄b(v) + cJb, (46)

where c̄a(v) and c̄b(v) are production of a and b corre-
spondingly owing to velocity of motion v. cJa and cJb
stand for production of components due to other mech-
anisms including divergence of efflux from regions near
the electron.

Uniform motion of the electron takes place when fu =
0 and also fab = 0. Then, all components of the force
fab are related to a stationary evolution of components
where the component b is transferred into back region
of particle in order to recover the equilibrium vacuum
medium with % = %0. Then, we have the relation for
uniform motion with velocity v:

fDS(v)tpth − fb(b̄(v))tpth − fa(ā(v))tpth = 0, (47)
where t = tpth.

We see that motion of electron is continued by decom-
position of vacuum medium represented by % into compo-
nents a and b. As a result of this a goes into electron and
b appears in excessive form before the particle in region
denoted by BF . Waving associated with electron mo-
tion results from relaxation of the component b towards
a stopped behind the electron in region denoted here by
AB , in order to recover equilibrium vacuum medium %.
Character of waving in this case is described in [26].

Let us consider the situation when another electron
moves in similar direction before the first one. Then, in
front of the first electron a region AB2 appears. It in-
duces transfer of the component b from the region BF1

directly to the AB2. Neglecting at this moment electro-
static repulsion we see that the two electrons interact by
the forces in the vacuum medium. We say that the two
particles are in an open chain state.
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We can have also to do with closed chain when the
set of particles, one behind another, creates a ring when
the last particle is behind the first one and all particles
transfer the component b from the region BFk to the
region AB(k+1). Stationary orbit of electron can also be
interpreted as closed one-particle chain state. This is so
since the way of transferring of the component b is not
interpreted as transfer onto back of the particle but into
front of the particle.

Let us discuss an open chain of two electrons. Then,
transfer of the component b towards AB2 induces de-
crease of b in BF1. However, at the same moment this
component is not transferred into AB1 and a is not ef-
ficiently reduced to %. Thereby we have to do with the
following situation:

a↗ a ∈ AF1, b↘ b ∈ BF1,

a↘ a ∈ AF2, b↗ b ∈ BF2. (48)
This in turn means that

fa1 ↗, fb1 ↘, fa2 ↘, fb2 ↗ . (49)
This behavior of forces follows that the particles attract
themselves. In this interpretation we have to do with
hidden assumption that lowering of fb1 is more effective
for acceleration of the first particle than lowering of the
force fa2 for acceleration of the second particle.

On the other hand, whole chain system is slowing down
since the forces fa1 and fb2 have increased. In other
words whole system have more difficult way of transfer-
ring of the component b from BF2 to AB1 which is due
to larger distance between the two regions than in case
of the free particle.

The situation qualitatively changes when the last par-
ticle of the n-particle chain state can go directly behind of
the first one. Then transfer of the component b is more
easy. We postulate the following hypothesis for closed
chain of particles:

[fDS − fb − fa]ktpth(k) > 0 (50)
for each k-th particle of the chain state in an ideal-
ized moment where particles are distributed uniformly
on a circle and there is a possibility for decrease of Dab,
where Dab represents quantity similar to length of wave
considered between neighbouring particles, see [26, 28]
for more details. This assumption means that the closed
chain of particles with the same charge accelerates when
we neglect other forces acting on particles and further-
more the circle undergoes a shrinking in order to main-
tain properties of the relation Dab = Dab(v). This means
also that corresponding chain state is associated with
a centripetal force induced among others by space dis-
tribution of components during this motion.

Such a perfect circular chain is disturbed in reality
by some forces and is not uniform in discussed above
sense. However, by this assumption we indicate a general
property related to dynamics. In particular, one-particle
chain state considered as electron on its orbit around
a nuclei, is uniform in discussed above sense and will
accelerate in absence of other forces.

Properties of the chain state of particles discussed
above suggest directly that such a state could happen in
molecular systems in closed non-circular form or as open
chain. Consequently, corresponding chain state of elec-
trons in molecules interact with nuclei by tendency to its
shrinking. Then, opposite charge of nuclei acts against
this process. However, tendency to shrinking can be in-
terpreted just as action of an attractor which governs this
nuclei system.

Let us note that chain state of electrons in molecules
should be interpreted as an excited state. This is so
since distances between electrons in chain states are
smaller than lengths of electron orbits. The relation
Dab = Dab(v) [28], which is decreasing function repre-
senting length of wave associated with electron, indicates
that velocities of electrons in chain state are then larger
than in orbital motion. Attractor in molecular system
should contain electronic attractor as its main part. In
general in molecules we have to do with conjugation of
electronic motion and nuclei motion. Thereby descrip-
tion of whole attractor needs full description of nuclei,
their wave function and characterization of interactions
between nuclei and electrons also by their wave func-
tions interpreted as nonequilibrium distribution of vac-
uum medium components. Full description of this kind
is expected in a future.

5. Stabilization of vacuum medium mechanics
as fundamental theory

5.1. Introduction

Within vacuum medium mechanics we have obtained
considerable number of results which supports our aims
leading to determination of source of precision for nan-
otechnological processes. We try also to improve dis-
cussed previously unified mechanics of materials towards
extending it to condensed matter theoretical physics. We
state here that vacuum medium mechanics can be incor-
porated into multiscale method of modelling called here
collection of dynamical systems with dimensional reduc-
tion. Thereby, it seems possible that various aspects
of condensed matter theoretical physics could cooperate
within one theoretical scheme with mechanics of mate-
rials. As a result of this vacuum medium mechanics is
viewed also as a tool supporting design of nanotechno-
logical devices.

Consequently we state that vacuum medium mechan-
ics could be appropriate basis for our unified description.
It means that future development could be based on this
theory. Fundamental theory considered as appropriate
basis for our unified description should be stable with re-
spect to correctness of description of reality. Therefore
such a stability will be discussed in what follows. We
should estimate to what degree vacuum medium mechan-
ics describes reality correctly taking into account its re-
lation to experimental observations as well as to method-
ology of description of reality. In other words we should
estimate to what degree we can stand on the vacuum
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medium mechanics as fundamental theory for further de-
velopment of theoretical descriptions leading to theoret-
ical nanotechnology.

The most important is to investigate status phe-
nomenon of the chain state of particles with the same
charge as of key importance for determination of attrac-
tor responsible for self-organization. However, vacuum
medium mechanics is seen as fundamental theory. There-
fore it should describe efficiently all important observed
phenomena in all scales including astrophysical processes.
In case when vacuum medium mechanics would be in con-
tradiction with astrophysical phenomena for instance we
would presume that its role as fundamental theory is not
appropriate.

Consequently we discuss status of vacuum medium me-
chanics with respect to elementary particle physics exper-
iments, with respect to astrophysical observations and
also with respect to its ability to description of biological
processes. Importance of the last aspect follows that con-
sequences of vacuum medium mechanics for modelling of
biological processes are discussed in separate, next sec-
tion. We estimate in this section status of the chain state
of particles with the same charge with respect to method-
ology of modelling as well as with respect to experimental
observations.

Accordance of vacuum medium mechanics with large
set of experimental results would provide us conviction
that this is appropriate basis for development of engi-
neering in small scales.
5.2. Status of vacuum medium mechanics with respect

to experimental observations related to various
elementary particle interactions

Vacuum medium mechanics is introduced by means of
entirely new system of fundamental notions. It means
that this theory is not obtained by modification of exist-
ing ones. New system of assumptions is constructed in
order to describe well known results from experimental
physics and also for introduction of new quality especially
in description of dynamics on the most fundamental level.
Methodology applied to construction of vacuum medium
mechanics is elaborated in order to provide possibility
of estimation of status and correctness of introduced as-
sumptions [32].

Description of vacuum medium was constructed taking
into account well known properties of elementary parti-
cles. Therefore within vacuum medium mechanics such
properties are described. Let us mention attraction of
particles with opposite charge, gravitational attraction
of massive particles, electric and magnetic properties of
electron for instance.

However, we obtain also entirely new properties of ele-
mentary particles. Our particles are not point-like. They
are extended objects. Just owing to this property we are
able to describe mechanism of breaking of charge conser-
vation law. This leads to considering proton as composed
of three-positrons in the chain state. Status of the chain
state will be discussed further where we will discuss also
status of concept of three-positron proton.

Within vacuum medium mechanics neutrino can cre-
ate bounded unstable state with charged particle. This
is important prediction which creates new view on in-
ternal structures of unstable elementary particles [35].
Let us mention neutron for instance which is seen now
as bounded state of proton, electron, and antineutrino
which is in accordance with its decay.

Let us note that recently discovered boson
E(38) [33, 34] is interpreted by vacuum medium
mechanics as bounded state of one electron and one
neutrino [35]. This particle does not fit to the standard
model and is not predicted within it. Therefore this dis-
covery considerably increases status of vacuum medium
mechanics. Summarizing we obtain the following re-
mark:

Remark 5.1: System of fundamental notions related
directly to vacuum medium is placed below elementary
particle level. As a result of this we can describe particles
as extended objects within vacuum medium and having
its own internal dynamics. This increases considerably
resolution of seeing of reality by theory. It leads directly
to prediction of existence of bounded unstable state of
electron and neutrino with mass between 0.5 MeV and
105 MeV. Therefore discovery of boson E(38) interpreted
just as particle having mentioned above properties, and
which is not predicted by other current fundamental
elementary particle theories, considerably supports
vacuum medium mechanics.

It is also important to note that observed lately neu-
tron halo where neutron goes around nuclei with distance
exceeding range of strong interactions suggests impor-
tance of the chain state. Let us note that neutron is
composed of proton, electron, and neutrino in bounded
unstable state within vacuum medium mechanics.

In the case of neutron halo neutron can be considered
to be in one particle closed chain state where compo-
nents are transferred into back of neutron along its orbit
instead of transferring them around of neutron as this is
the case in its free motion. In accordance with our previ-
ous discussion on chain states we have to do in this case
with centripetal force which does not happen in quan-
tum mechanical description. It means that circular orbit
of neutron is then possible. This discovery also consider-
ably increases status of vacuum medium mechanics.
5.3. Status of vacuum medium mechanics with respect

to astrophysical observations
Consequences of vacuum medium mechanics for astro-

physics have been investigated in [27]. In this paper one
defines black hole state of particles.

Several properties of model of vacuum medium have
important consequences. The first one states that el-
ementary particles can leave black holes in case when
they have sufficiently high energy. This is not the case
for electromagnetic waves. Difference follows from fact
that mechanisms of motion of particle and propagation
of electromagnetic wave are different. The second conse-
quence is associated with explosion of space during an-
nihilation of electron and positron. Both particles are
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not point like. Therefore joining of electron and positron
leads to emission of energy by electromagnetic waves and
also changing of volume of corresponding joined compo-
nents in comparison with separated ones.

The last property leads to Big Bang model based on
annihilation of electrons on protons on the inside of giant
black hole. As a result of annihilation of large number
of electrons on positrons from proton giant explosion of
space happens. This explosion is not uniform and part of
matter remains. We observe this matter today as astro-
nomical objects. After this explosion we have to do with
internal black hole wall which surrounds our space.

Consequently, our observed Universe is placed on the
inside of black hole. All galaxies fall into internal black
hole wall. This explains directly why galaxies accelerate
during expansion of observed Universe. This explains
directly problem of dark energy which is interpreted as
associated with gravitation of external part of the black
hole which is not destroyed by explosion of space.

Problem of symmetry of matter and antimatter is
solved directly. It is associated with initial conditions
for explosion of space. In these conditions we have not
to do with symmetrical amount of matter and antimat-
ter. Therefore this is the case also for further evolution
of Universe.

Explosion of space should be fading. As a result of
this larger amount of matter is placed nearby to inter-
nal black hole wall in comparison with center of space.
This explains large amount of quasars and supermassive
black holes far from us. This fact is in contradiction with
traditional Big Bang model where far from us we should
observe light objects.

We should accentuate that observed fact of existing of
considerable amount of positrons around supermassive
black hole in center of our galaxy can be interpreted as
resulting from smaller explosions of space on the inside
of this black hole. Corresponding explosions could be
induced by energy provided by accretion disc. As a re-
sult of annihilation of electrons on protons two exces-
sive positrons are produced. Positrons could leave black
hole, in accordance with vacuum medium mechanics, and
should be present in relativistic jets produced by the
black hole.

Summarizing, astrophysics provides at this moment
the most convincing arguments for validity of vacuum
medium mechanics. Therefore just such consequences
have been investigated in the paper [27] and are discussed
here.
5.4. Status of notion of the chain state with respect to

experimental observations and methodology
of modelling of reality

Previous discussion shows that the chain state of parti-
cles determines attractor responsible for self-organization
in molecular systems. Thereby we should estimate sta-
tus of this notion in theoretical physics. We expect high
status which means that we should have conviction that
such a chain state indeed happens in reality and can play
role assigned to it.

Let us discuss first methodological aspects related to
this notion. In the paper [36] we discuss how logic could
happen in evolving dynamical systems. In particular im-
plication happens as a result of action of main dynam-
ical system [36] which leads to physical interpretation
of mathematical logic [36]. Furthermore we obtain by
these considerations some methodological premises for
the question how to construct fundamental notions for
physical theory describing reality [32, 36].

Cognition realized by means of action of a dynamical
system [36] indicates that we recognize an external world
approximately only. This in turn means that the term
“true” is not adequate to characterize such a situation.
The term “true” is appropriate in internal deduction of
the brain where we determine kind of logic, methods of
proof and so on and as a result of this we are on the
inside of a mathematical system.

In case of theories describing a reality we believe that
corresponding theories describe well this reality. There-
fore, the term “status” of the theory would be better for
characterizing quality of approximation of reality. In this
case the term “true” appropriate for mathematical theo-
rems is too radical in case of description of reality associ-
ated with external world not entirely recognized and seen
only by mathematical theory.

Consequently high status of theory means that we be-
lieve that the description of reality by corresponding the-
ory is good in some sense. Consequently it is important
for us to estimate which theories have a high status and
which have the low one.

First, let us notice that set of terms of theory [36] is
interpreted as the simplest sensorial information. This
provides us premises for methodology of construction of
set of fundamental notions for theory describing reality.
Fundamental notions should be related to the simplest
information following from sensors. However, what is it
the simplest information.

One suggests to interpret the simplest information as
that one which is associated with maximum engagement
of the internal neural network system for interpretation
of the sensory results [36] and this interpretation is man-
ifested by relatively simple formulae within the neural
network.

Remark 5.2: Fundamental notions of theory describ-
ing reality should be related to maximum engagement
by action of the dynamical system and its sensory system
in order to obtain results which next can be interpreted
as the simplest information by neural network system.
Then, status of such a fundamental notion is viewed as
high.

Let us consider an example. We observe creation of
electron–positron pair. Within our current experimen-
tal possibilities, using maximum efforts we are able to
state that some components are separated and we call
these components by a and b correspondingly by the sim-
plest formulae without any understanding of the compo-
nent. Consequently, the fundamental notions are then
expressed as follows: the component a exists and the
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component b exists without more particular specification
of properties of these components. Such fundamental as-
sumptions have high status in description of reality by
theory constructed on such assumptions.

Assumptions can appear in theory as a result of
a mathematical proof following from some external con-
siderations. Then, the larger length of this proof the
lower status of fundamental assumption considered. In
other words larger length of this proof is interpreted as
associated with higher resolution of the brain applied for
interpretation of various steps. Then probability of cor-
rect approximation of reality decreases.

In order to increase status of fundamental assumption
based on longer proof we should have at our disposal sev-
eral proofs. They should start from several independent
points and lead to the same consequence which is next
considered as a fundamental assumption.

Consequently we have discussed above that status of
existence of components a and b is high. It means also
that status of description of motion of electron composed
of a component is high. Indeed motion has to be contin-
ued by separation of component a and b from equilibrium
%. Then a goes into electron and b has to relax and fi-
nally join with component a behind of electron where
such a component is stopped, in order to recover equilib-
rium vacuum medium %. This is simple and direct conse-
quence of existence of a and b which confirms high status
of this qualitative description of motion of electron.

Chain state of electrons, in accordance with previous
considerations, is also direct and simple consequence.
This is so since recovering of equilibrium vacuum medium
can happen also by joining of excessive b in front of one
electron with stopping component a of another electron.
Summarizing we have to do in all discussed above cases
with simple and direct inferring from high status assump-
tions on existence of of components a and b which means
that status of notion of the chain state is high.

The question is where we can find experimental confir-
mation for existence of the chain state. Within vacuum
medium mechanics proton is composed of three positrons
in the chain state. In the paper [29, 35] we discuss ex-
perimental evidence for this fact. We have found there
eleven independent arguments for three-positron struc-
ture of proton as follows:
1. The same external effect for positron and for proton
is represented by their external electrostatic field which
indicates that both particles are composed of the same
component.
2. Generation of neutrino under high compression ap-
proaching electron and proton suggests that we have to
do with both a and b components necessary for produc-
tion of rotating % interpreted just as neutrino.
3. Annihilation of proton and antiproton predominantly
to three electrons and three positrons.
4. Annihilation of proton and antiproton through inter-
mediate particle–antiparticle pairs instead of direct an-
nihilation to electromagnetic waves. This means that
direct production of electromagnetic waves is difficult

since three electron–positron pairs have to annihilate al-
most simultaneously which exceeds critical conditions for
production of single electron positron pair. As a re-
sult of this larger non-stability of vacuum medium has
to produce additional particles instead of pure elec-
tromagnetic waves. This effect is expected just for
three-positron proton.
5. Presence of positrons near supermassive black hole in
center of our galaxy resulting from annihilations of elec-
trons on protons on the inside of black hole [27].
6. Presence of positrons in quasar jets resulting from an-
nihilations of electrons on protons on the inside of black
hole [27].
7. Consistency of the Bing Bang theory based on anni-
hilation processes with astrophysical observations [27].
8. Possible explanation of gamma ray bursts as colli-
sional processes of black holes.
9. Interpretation of the three-positron structure of pro-
ton as three-particle chain state which can be consid-
ered as an asymptotic state for an attractor. Difficulties
with disintegration of proton suggests that the attrac-
tor represents considerable power. It provides arguments
for mechanisms of long lasting evolution and their per-
sistence taking into account chain states of electrons in
molecular systems.
10. Decay of J/ψ meson into proton–antiproton pair, re-
sulting from conditions leading to creation of correspond-
ing chain states of three positrons and three electrons
within the neutral meson.
11. Relatively long lifetime for the meson J/ψ perhaps
induced by pre-proton and pre-antiproton chain states.

Above arguments represent various types of experi-
mental results and astrophysical observations. It makes
almost sure that the proton is indeed composed of three
positrons in chain state.

Summarizing the whole above discussion we can state
that notion of the chain state of particles with the same
charge has high status confirmed by methodology of de-
scription of physical reality as well as by large spectrum
of experimental results.

6. Relations between theoretical biology
and engineering in context

of theoretical nanotechnology
6.1. Necessity of consistent development

of theoretical biology and small scale engineering
We observe nanotechnological processes in cell. This

means that within our unified description for small scale
engineering biological processes should also be described.
This means also that mechanisms of biological evolution
and definitions of life should be expressible within ap-
proach with vacuum medium mechanics.

Let us also note that living organisms determine aims
for various scale engineering. This induces directly ne-
cessity of consistent description of biology and nanotech-
nology. In particular we can expect that small scale en-
gineering will cooperate with medicine where human or-
ganism would determine character of corresponding en-
gineering.
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Discussion on theoretical biology based on vacuum
medium mechanics carried out here is seen also as ele-
ment of stabilization of vacuum medium mechanics as
fundamental theory.

6.2. Towards definition of life
We do not encounter in literature any attempt to un-

derstanding mechanisms of evolution based on the most
fundamental level of description related to elementary
particles. As a result of this also life as such is not ap-
propriately defined.

We encounter in literature various attempts to defining
of life. Let us mention [37–39] for instance. Following
these papers we come to the conclusion that we have not
at our disposal satisfactory definition of life. In particular
it is difficult to discriminate living systems and not living
systems.

Life is frequently defined as system of chemical reac-
tions. Such a property is rather not appropriate for char-
acterizing living systems in general. We have to do in
living molecular systems with subsystems which are sta-
ble and are rather similar to solids. Frequently they are
catalysts of chemical reaction. Even processes related to
DNA are rather not chemical reactions. They are char-
acterized by considerable conformational changes. Let us
mention unwinding of DNA. This is not chemical reac-
tion. This is separate process which can be accompanied
by chemical reactions. Replication of DNA is associated
with large number of processes which are not interpreted
directly as chemical reactions.

We would say that living organisms are systems which
are open with respect to matter and energy and are
able to evolve. Just this ability to evolution in short
and longer time needs fluent transformation of struc-
tures. Corresponding transformation of structures means
just that chemical reactions have to take part in this.
Thereby, chemical reactions are rather manifestation of
possibility of transformation of structures than they are
representing the essence of living systems.

Previous discussion on attractor governing selforgani-
zation could suggest very extended definition of life as
related to each chain state which apears in molecular
systems. However, such a definition seems to be too sim-
plified. An autonomy and possibility of evolution seems
to be more important feature of life. In the context of
interpretation of the chain state of particles we would say
that situation when the chain states try to evolve and de-
fense against their destruction by subordination of other
molecular processes better fits to life definition. Let us
also mention that electronic chain state considered within
molecular systems is seen as excited state. This means
that we have to do in this case with an open energetically
system. Consequently I propose the following definition:

Definition 6.1: Molecular system open energetically
and open with respect to mass integrated by various in-
teractions induced by chain states for maintaining exis-
tence and evolution of these states is defined here as life.

We see that no replication is discussed here. Indeed we
should accept the situation when evolution of the chain

state in open system does not encounter molecules lead-
ing to division of this system. Thereby such a kind of life
can exist and fade in an environment.

We have applied in above definition the term “inte-
grated by various interactions”. Precise definition of this
term is to some degree open question. Various defini-
tions of integrity property for reacting molecular systems
are discussed in [40–42]. This term should be redefined
gradually with development of vacuum medium mechan-
ics and corresponding molecular theoretical physics. Let
us note that concept of energy barrier zone of activity [28]
associated with the chain state provides a context for dis-
cussion of increased activity of molecular systems around
the chain state when the chain state defends its exis-
tence. Then, methods of modelling of feeding of the sys-
tem could be emerged.

Let us consider evolution of a molecular system to-
wards proteins and perhaps some RNA neglecting at this
moment how it could happen. We can admit that RNA
can be partially replicated during this stage of evolution.
This replication can be highly asymmetric. Then we en-
counter a proliferation in general. Such a life could fade
in energetically rich environment and next could be gen-
erated again in changing forms.

Definition 6.2: Let us consider molecular system open
energetically and open with respect to mass integrated
by various interactions induced by chain states for main-
taining existence and evolution of these states. Let us
assume that transfer of energy towards this molecular
system leads to division of this system, including sepa-
ration of integrated chain states. As a result of this two
other systems with similar properties as initial system
are created. Then such a system is called the life with
proliferation.

In this case we admit the situation where division of
molecular system with the chain states happens. The di-
vision can result from appearing of molecule undergoing
division in this system. This division could be rather ar-
bitrary and not necessarily similar to replication. Such
a kind of life could appear when protein-RNA system at-
tains the stage when RNA could be partially replicated
and create separate protein-RNA system. Such a situa-
tion will be discussed in what follows. This process is not
treated as replication. Therefore the term proliferation is
applied. In the case of replication we have to do with di-
vision into two similar objects with small differences with
respect to initial object. Consequently we can introduce
also the following definition:

Definition 6.3: Let us consider molecular system open
energetically and open with respect to mass integrated
by various interactions induced by chain states for main-
taining existence and evolution of these states. Let us
assume that transfer of energy towards this molecular
system leads to division of this system, including sepa-
ration of integrated chain states. As a result of this two
other systems with similar properties as initial system
and with structures which are in both cases similar to
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initial system are created. Then such a system is called
the life with replication.

We have introduced definitions of life which are based
on the notion of chain state of particles with the same
charge in molecular system. However we should be care-
ful. This is so since with development of vacuum medium
mechanics we can encounter necessity for extension of
system of fundamental notions and take into considera-
tions some perhaps more fundamental and subtle prop-
erties of the vacuum medium which take part in self-
organization processes. Nevertheless at this moment we
have at our disposal definition of life which is based on
attractor considered on the most fundamental level of
theoretical description.

6.3. Discussion of mechanisms of biological evolution
based on vacuum medium mechanics

We would like to elucidate role of vacuum medium me-
chanics for theoretical biology by expression of important
concepts for this field. At this moment we have not at
our disposal fully described molecular physics based on
the vacuum medium mechanics. However, some prop-
erties of electron theory hitherto obtained are useful
for prediction of various phenomena in molecular sys-
tems [26, 28, 30, 31]. In Ref. [28] mechanism of bonding
of two hydrogen atoms is discussed. This is an initial
step for constructing theoretical molecular physics and
theoretical chemistry on basis of the vacuum medium me-
chanics.

Having at our disposal mentioned properties of elec-
tronic systems we will try to express mechanism of bi-
ological evolution by set of hypotheses and qualitative
thinking. All this should be useful as conceptual frame-
work for development of molecular physics based on vac-
uum medium mechanics.

We would like to characterize how chain states of elec-
trons could act as self-organization mechanism within
molecular systems. To this end we introduce set of spaces
where the problem will be expressed.

Let us consider configuration space VC which con-
tains vectors R = {R1, . . . ,RN} representing position
of atomic nuclei in a molecular system. Then, VD is cor-
responding phase space.

We accentuate role of electronic structure and its dy-
namics in self-organization process. Thereby we should
characterize evolution of electronic structure. There-
fore we introduce also corresponding configuration space
VCe which contains position vectors for electrons re =
{r1, . . . , rM} and corresponding phase space VDe for our
electronic system. All this does not mean that we are able
to measure corresponding electronic positions. However,
within our point-like approximation discussed previously
such positions can be expressed within mathematical de-
scription.

Consequently we have spaces for description of nu-
clei and electronic dynamics. However, this dynamics
is governed by multicomponent wave function composed
of values a, b, % in each point of space. Conequently, we

introduce also configuration space VCab% of all admissi-
ble functions {a, b, %}(X) and corresponding phase space
VDab%.

Summarizing our problem will be described by a dy-
namical system with variables within the following space:
V = VD × VDe × VDab% × VDext, (51)

where we consider additionally possibility of external in-
teractions by presence of external molecules represented
by presence of corresponding phase space VDext.

We are not able at this moment to express full equa-
tions of evolution of molecular system within vacuum
medium mechanics, which happen in the space (51).
However, we are able to carry out some simplifications
and approximations in order to express our ideas taking
into account quality of description provided by current
state of vacuum medium mechanics. In particular vari-
ous projections of solutions between spaces are possible
in order to provide environment for interpretation of var-
ious phenomena in qualitative way.

Let us introduce set of notions which will allow us to
express concept of driven force for biological evolution.

We will use potential energy V (R) especially for char-
acterization of evolution of nuclei of our molecular system
which can undergo chemical reactions. Consequently, we
introduce catchment regions [43, 44] where minima of the
potential energy are present.

Let CP be the catchment region related to minimum
Rm ∈ CP . All steepest descent paths [43, 44] with ori-
gin in CP tend to minimum Rm. We will discuss also
index of minima. The saddle point Rsp is considered as
a critical point with index 1 (one negative eigenvalue of
the corresponding Hessian) [43, 44]. The minimum Rm

in CP is considered as critical points with index 0.
We can discuss path of chemical reaction as the steep-

est descent path p(Rsp, s), s ∈ [s1, s2] with the origin
at the point Rsp and the end at critical point c = Rm.
However, we know that in reality thermal processes in-
duce real reaction path as lying in a neighbourhood of
the steepest descent path. In order to characterize such
a situation we introduce here concept of dynamical path.

We project dynamics into configuration space. Idea of
this projection consists in introducing a set of possible
trajectories accompanied by the steepest descent path
with the origin Rsp as a saddle point. The projection is
referred also to the set of initial conditions DIC . Let us
introduce catchment regions C(0, i) with number i and
with corresponding minimum of index 0, a saddle point
Rsp ∈ ∂C(0, i) and the steepest descent path p(Rsp, s).
We assume that Rsp = c(1, i) ∈ C(1, i) ⊂ ∂C(0, i) for
some value of i.

Let πC : VD → VC be the projection of the phase
space on the configuration space. Let UIC = πC(DIC)
and UIC ⊂ C(1, i), Rsp ∈ UIC . By this projection we un-
derstand the representation of all trajectories determined
in phase space, by trajectories in configuration space cor-
responding to a set of initial conditions, where dynamics
is not observed. However dynamics is then manifested
by various deviations of trajectory from steepest descent
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path. We assign a set U(p,DIC) to p. This set represents
possible trajectories with initial conditions belonging to
the set DIC .

Let DIC stands for the set of initial conditions which
corresponds to all states which are possible for descrip-
tion of our process of chemical reaction. We introduce
the following definition.

Definition 6.4: The dynamical path is a set
U(p,DIC) ⊂ C(0, i) ⊂ VC representing trajectories ob-
tained by means of πC for dynamical processes with ini-
tial conditions DIC and assigned to the steepest descent
path p(Rsp, s) with property that U(p,DIC)∩∂C(0, i) =
UIC and {R0,v0} ∈ DIC .

Connection of the dynamical path with the steepest
descent path rests on option of initial conditions UIC as
lying on ∂C(0, i). The catchment regions of C(0, i) type
will be denoted by Cα and minimum corresponding to
them by cα.

Let us consider two adjacent catchment regions Cα and
Cβ and their topological closures C̄α, C̄β . We define the
set Uαβ(pα) = Uα(pα, DIC) ∩ C̄α ∩ C̄β . We can discuss
a process with a jump between various catchment regions.
Such a jump is possible if the dynamical path attains
a part of boundary of Cα. This is characterized by the
set Uαβ(pα). If Uαβ 6= 0 then the jump from Cα to Cβ is
possible.

If Uαβ(pα) ∩ C(1,Rspβ(i)) 6= 0 and Uαβ(pα) ∩
C(1,Rspβ(j)) 6= 0, i 6= j, then two possible steepest de-
scent paths can be considered in Cβ .

It is also possible that Uαβ(pα)∩C(1,Rspβ(i)) 6= 0 and
Uαγ(pα) ∩ C(1,Rspγ(j)) 6= 0. Then, transition from Cα
to two other catchment regions, Cβ and Cγ , is possible.

Definition 6.5: We say that two dynamical paths
Uα(pα) and Uβ(pβ) are (α, β)-successive if UICβ =
Uαβ(pα) ∩ C(1,Rspβ) 6= ∅, Rspβ is the origin of pβ ,
πC(DICβ) = UICβ and Uβ(pβ) is assigned to pβ .

Definition 6.6: We say that the set of dynamical paths
{Uα(pα)}, α ∈ IA is the descent chain of dynamical paths
if for each α = 1, . . . , A− 1, Uα(pα) and Uα+1(pα+1) are
(α, α+ 1)-successive and V (cα) > V (cα+1).

Let cA, cB be two minima of the potential energy as-
sociated with a dynamical process.

Definition 6.7: We say that cA, cB are joined by dy-
namical processes if there exists a descent chain of dy-
namical paths with an initial path pi with the end cA
and a final path pf with the end cB . We denote such
a dynamical path by U(cA, cB) =

⋃
α Uα.

Now we can consider a reaction which is continued
through a set of critical points with a shallow valley. Ac-
tivity of such a process follows from dynamics provided
by temperature. Let us note that the dynamical path can
have several ends corresponding to various critical points.
Indeed, when some regions of potential energy hypersur-
face are flat and have several minima or are small then
the dynamical path can go in various directions. Such
a situation is possible just in case of complex molecules.

Then, forking of the dynamical paths happens not only
on saddle point but also in discussed above regions.

Above introduced notions can be helpful for character-
ization of evolution of molecular system when we apply
traditional description with well defined potential energy
hypersurface following from electronic processes. How-
ever, we expect a new quality when we will consider ad-
ditionally chain states of electrons in case when they are
extended on larger distances within molecular system.

Let us consider a chain state of electrons in its sta-
tionary state. We assume then that electrons are moving
with constant averaged velocity |vCHS | and constant av-
eraged distance between them dCHS . We assume further-
more that distance between electrons is connected with
velocity by relation |vCHS | = D(dCHS) which is repre-
sented by positive and decreasing function having similar
role as length of wave assigned to particle [28].

We can also introduce concept of potential energy re-
lated to distance between electrons corresponding to this
dynamical case. The potential energy reflects the fact
that given distance between electrons is associated with
a distribution of components a, b, %.

We assume that we are able to approximate influence
of electronic structure on nuclei motion by a potential
energy V . We assume additionally that we are able to
represent such a potential energy as a sum of components

V = VM +
∑
i

VCSi, VCSi = VPi + VCSLi. (52)

In this expression VM stand for part of potential energy
which is not related directly to the chain state. The com-
ponent VCSi is associated with i-th chain state. In par-
ticular VPi is responsible for polarization of atom due
to transfer of electron from atom to atom by i-th chain
state. The component VCSLi is responsible for a longi-
tudinal force acting along the chain state related just to
the distance between electrons.

Consequently VCSLi depends on distribution of com-
ponents a, b, %. Distribution of components depends in
turn on evolution of distribution of these components
described by separate equations. We should characterize
this dependence as well as role of part of potential energy
VCSLi for nuclei motion. It is expected that VCSLi within
this approximation could be responsible for generation
of narrow valley in region where considerable number of
equilibrium configurations for large molecule is possible.
Thereby, activation of the chain state should lead to re-
duction of possible configurations of larger molecules. We
identify VNe as follows:

VNe =
∑
i

VCSLi. (53)

We assume that VNe = VNe(R,d), where d =
{d1, . . . , dCH} represents distances between successive
electrons in chain state. Let us note that VNe represents
effect of the chain state on nuclei motion. Therefore this
function depends on R.

We can consider formally potential energy for various
configuration spaces VC , VCe and VCab%. Then these
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functions could characterize motion of nuclei, electrons
and corresponding components of the vacuum medium.
However, it is difficult to separate them entirely. There-
fore hitherto introduced VNe = VNe(R,d) could be rein-
terpreted going towards obtaining also potential energy
governing electronic motion. Then pure electronic po-
tential energy Ve should depend on re and also other
configurational variables. We introduce formally Ve =
V

e
(d, re,R). Let us note that d is defined by means

of re. However we discriminate these variables since d
are chosen for characterization of properties of the chain
states. We should take into account also effects which
are described by variables from VCab%.

Consequently we have V = V (R;d, ξ) and Ve =
Ve(d; re,R, ξ), where ξ represents variables responsible
for evolution of compoenents a, b and % perhaps in some
simplified form.

Let us consider the chain state of electrons having de-
termined sets BFk and AB(k+1) as regions where exces-
sive b component in front of k-th particle and excessive
unbalanced a behind of k + 1 electron are present. As
a result of this transfer of b component happens by a flux
Jb towards AB(k+1) in order to recover stable vacuum
medium %.

We would like to characterize possible disturbance of
this process when motion of corresponding electrons is
continued. To this end we consider distribution of the
component b within BFk by approximation with the aid
of several values {bkj}, corresponding to chosen points of
space placed withinBFk, where j = 1, ...Nk. Similarly we
consider distribution of the component a in AB(k+1) by
discrete values {a(k+1)m} corresponding to chosen points
of space placed within AB(k+1), where m = 1, ..., Nk+1.
By analogy we introduce values of b(k+1)m for approx-
imation of distribution of b in AB(k+1) and akj for ap-
proximation of distribution of a in BFk.

Let us note at this place that the wave function is as-
sociated with evolution of {a, b, %} in each point of space
around the particle. It means that various amounts of
a and b can be present in regions BFk and AB(k+1). In
particular, % can be considered as {a, b}, where a = b
as bounded within % component. We can expect that in
some neighborhood of BFk an additional region AEXT
where excessive unbalanced a could happen. We approx-
imate corresponding distribution of a by {aEXTp}.

Above approximations of distribution of components
allow us to discuss tendency where components should
flow.

Let us consider quantities associated with regions BFk
and AB(k+1) by

Gbjm =
(bkj − b%kj)− (b(k+1)m − b%(k+1)m)

dbjm
, (54)

and

Gajm =
(akj − a%kj)− (a(k+1)m − a%(k+1)m)

dajm
, (55)

where dbjm is distance between points corresponding to
bkj and b(k+1)m, dajm is distance between points corre-
sponding to akj and a(k+1)m and b%kj , b%(k+1)m, a%kj ,

a%(k+1)m are values of these components in equilibrium
vacuum medium related to points of approximation.

We see that Gbjm and Gajm represent a kind of gra-
dients of deviation from equilibrium of components be-
tween various points of approximation. By means of such
gradients we should be able to determine a flux Jb of b
towards a. However, such a flux depends also on various
intercomponent forces as it was considered in [26]. We do
not discuss this in detail. We tend to express our ideas
only indicating quantities which can be important in this
description. We introduce at this moment a functional

Ψn = Ψn({Gbjm}, {Gajm},Jb), (56)
which characterize tendency to generation of new flux of
b in given direction determined by the vector n, where Jb
is currently continued flux. Then, generation of new flux
is determined by a kind of critical conditions expressed
by means of appropriately constructed to this end func-
tional (56) as follows:

Ψn > ΨnC , (57)
where ΨnC takes a given value.

In general we should expect that flux in direction n
will increase with growth of corresponding absolute val-
ues of gradients expressed by Gb, Ga and should decrease
if in another direction n′ a flux Jbn

′ increases. The last
property follows from fact that elements of the same com-
ponent b attract themselves [24, 26]. As a result of this
one flux can predominate another one.

In a stationary chain state we have to do with constant
flux Jbn, n ∈ NCH for a group of similar directions. We
can consider several cases when the chain state undergoes
a change.

Let us consider an open chain state. Then, in front of
the chain state considerable excess of b happens which
can lead to elongation of the chain state in case when
new electron appears before the chain state.

Similar arguments lead to transformation of open chain
state to closed chain state since first electron can detect
finally presence of the last electron of the chain state
within more complex molecular system. Therefore we
expect that closed chain states in molecular systems are
the most stable. We have discussed previously that closed
chain state should accelerate in accordance with Eq. (50).
However we expect that the closed chain state can move
with an averaged constant velocity within molecular sys-
tems. This happens in environment of nuclei and other
electrons which can stop acceleration of the chain state.

We admit also the situation when the stationary mo-
tion of the chain state can be perturbed by appearing
of AEXT . Then the functional Ψn from (56) should be
defined by means of AB(k+1) ∪AEXT instead of AB(k+1)

only. As a result of this the chain state can slow down
or accelerate when energy is provided to it. In particular
when the critical condition (57) is violated on directions
n which do not belong to previously determined NCH
then the chain state can be disrupted. Therefore we ex-
pect that closed chain states in molecular systems are the
most stable.
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Having introduced potential energies V and Ve we as-
sume the following symbolic formula as criterion for evo-
lution of molecular system having a chain state(

∂

∂Q

)
CH

(V, Ve) < 0, (58)

where whole formula is symbolic since particular nota-
tions need particular interpretations.

The formula (58) means that(
∂

∂R

)
CH

(V ) ≤ 0 and
(
∂

∂d

)
CH

(Ve) < 0 (59)

or (
∂

∂R

)
CH

(V ) < 0 and
(
∂

∂d

)
CH

(Ve) ≤ 0. (60)

Interpretation of the symbol
(
∂
∂R

)
CH

is associated with
corresponding relations. In case of the potential energy
V the relation “<” means thatR evolves along dynamical
path towards averaged lower potential energy. Then, the
relation “≤” means thatR can remain in more flat region.

In case of the potential energy Ve corresponding rela-
tions mean that distances between electrons in the chain
state are diminished during evolution or remain constant
correspondingly.

We assume in this place that Ve is decreasing function
of distance between electrons in chain state. However we
do not discuss here dynamics of this process. We do it for
simplicity. It means that Ve represents deeper properties
of the chain state in an averaged way. This is done for
simplicity in order to express our ideas. Justifications for
such an assumption follow from various considerations
within vacuum medium mechanics [26, 28] and discus-
sion of deeper structure of the vacuum medium [35]. It
justifies also fact that relations (59), (60) have symbolic
character. They should provide context for more pre-
cise formulation of criteria for molecular evolution when
theoretical description will be more developed.

If we assume that Ve is decreasing function of distance
between electrons in chain state than the relation (58)
states that evolution of an open energetically molecular
system goes towards acceleration of the chain state. This
is continued until(

∂

∂d

)
CH

(Ve) = 0. (61)

Let us remember that Ve = Ve(d; re,R, ξ). Conse-
quently, configuration of other variables than d can make
impossible further decrease of this function.

Then, in accordance with (60) evolution of nuclei struc-
ture has to be continued along the dynamical path until
change of structure by a set of chemical reactions and
structural transformations allow again to maintain the
condition(

∂

∂d

)
CH

(Ve) < 0. (62)

However we admit also the case that the condition (62)
cannot be attained even in the case of various reorganisa-
tions of the molecular structure. This could happen when
we have to do with an excess of energy which can be pro-

vided to the chain state in relation to current molecular
configuration. Then we expect that the critical condi-
tion (57) could be violated and larger transformation of
structure of the chain state could happen.

We see possibility providing of energy to the molecular
system by electromagnetic radiation which could be rep-
resented by an additional force frad added to Eq. (41).
This force could have also stochastic character. Then
energy could be provided to a subsystem of our molec-
ular system and next transferred by chemical reactions.
Consequently, we assume that it is also possible that cor-
responding energy will be provided by chemical reaction
with molecules which during chemical reaction interact
particularly with chain state of electrons. Corresponding
possibility is manifested then by adding VDext in (51).

Let us consider an example. We assume that various
amino acids could appear in prebiotic soup leading to
production of peptide chains as a result of action of elec-
tromagnetic radiation. Peptide chains are linear since
amino acids are joined by peptide bonds. What could
happen when we will continue providing of energy to such
molecular systems by electromagnetic radiation.

We assume that chain states of electrons will appear in
peptide chains when we exceed a critical energy in elec-
tronic system. Corresponding chain states of electrons
should be closed and rather linear going in opposite di-
rections on both sides of carbon–nitrogen core.

Let us note that we have the relation D = D(vCH) be-
tween averaged distance D between sequential electrons
and their averaged velocity vCH , considered as decreas-
ing function of velocity for stationary chain state. Conse-
quently providing of energy by radiation leads to increase
of vCH and by this decrease of D. As a result of this cor-
responding chain of electrons undergoes contraction and
whole molecular structure should be squeezed just ow-
ing to this contraction. Linear peptide chain cannot be
squeezed arbitrarily. Consequently owing to electrostatic
interactions within molecular system we should gradually
attain the condition (61). Then, further providing of en-
ergy with increasing vCH and constant D should lead to
increase of b in the set BFk in front of electron. This fol-
lows from fact that constant D does not induce increase
of flux Jb sufficiently towards AB(k+1). Then amount of b
in corresponding zone increases and the set BFk undergo
extension.

We would say that providing of excess of energy
into chain state of electrons leads to internal stress in
molecules leading to its deformation together with con-
traction of the chain state. Thereby, amount of energy
contained in the chain state depends on possibility of
maintaining of the contraction of the chain states within
this molecule.

Hypothesis 6.1: Possibility of increase of energy of the
chain state within the same molecular structure without
destroying it depends on ability of this molecular sys-
tem to maintaining of its structure during contraction of
the chain state with increasing energy and by this corre-
sponding squeezing of this structure.
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Let us assume that we have to do in prebiotic soup with
larger number of highly excited peptide chains which are
situated parallel and close one to another. Then there is
probability of violation of the critical condition (57) in
direction perpendicular to hitherto evolved chain states
of electrons. This is so since amount of b in correspond-
ing zones increases and the sets BFk undergo extension.
Consequently, we can expect then invasion of the cur-
rent chain state into neighbouring atoms of carbon and
nitrogen is possible owing to new fluxes Jb. Such a sit-
uation could lead to generation of ribose and adenine,
thymine, guanine, cythosine and uracil. All of them are
composed predominantly of carbon and nitrogen in cyclic
form. Thereby we see that it is probable that pumping of
energy into proteins could lead to production of RNA as
a consequence of loss of ability for absorption of energy
by protein system which is manifested by violation of the
condition (57).

There is also another aspect which support this point
of view. Cyclic structures containing contracting chain
state of electrons admits perhaps larger deformation of
these structures during squeezing induced by above con-
traction of chain states. Consequently we can admit pro-
viding to these cyclic structures still larger amount of
energy than into linear ones. Therefore we suggest that
prebiotic evolution of biological systems was continued
by transition from protein into RNA and next to DNA.
We expect that this could happen by flowing into these
structures just the chain state of electrons.

Hypothesis 6.2: Ribose, adenine, thymine, guanine,
cythosine, uracil, and finally RNA could appear as a re-
sult of invasion of chain states of electrons placed in
highly excited energetically, dense structures of proteins
between neighbouring proteins within these structures.

The question is what happens when we will provide en-
ergy into chain states of electrons within RNA. We can
expect that parts of RNA having cyclic structure can
maintain contraction of the chain state to larger degree
than in linear protein. We can expect for instance that
chain state in cyclic structure, ribose for instance, can
diminish its radius by reorganization of corresponding
electronic structure. Perhaps such a process in adenine
for instance could activate joining to it uracil from an-
other place of RNA which leads to partially double RNA
structure. All this perhaps could happen in various in-
teractions with proteins.

It seems that in this way we could consider appear-
ing of tRNA, preribosome and initial forms of mRNA
even in absence of DNA. Complex of tRNA and appro-
priate amino acids could be closed by mRNA in partic-
ular places represented by codons which leads to corre-
spondence of these codons with sequence of nucleotides
in mRNA.

Further providing of energy to complex protein-tRNA-
mRNA could lead to separation of mRNA–protein com-
plex. This complex should evolve by further consumption
of energy towards extension and energetic excitation of
chain states of electrons present there.

This stage could lead to appearing of DNA by modifi-
cation of uracil to thymine and ribose to deoxyribose.
Then, perhaps more efficient complementarity of nu-
cleotides happens which could induce creation of DNA
in form of double helice.

Hypothesis 6.3: Origin of genetic code follows from
stage where RNA–protein complex is closed by a kind of
mRNA along codons present in part of this RNA corre-
sponding to tRNA within this RNA–protein complex.

Let us assume that molecular structure has attained
stage where DNA is present. Then, further providing of
energy into corresponding chain states leads to its further
squeezing within cyclic structures. This in turn, after
exceeding some conditions, could lead to reorganisation
of electronic structures resulting breaking of hydrogen
bonds between complementary nucleotides and replica-
tion of DNA. Thereby we see replication as next stage of
evolution of corresponding molecular structure.
Hypothesis 6.4: Driven force for biological evolution
is associated with pressure generated by attractor deter-
mined by chain state of electrons in molecular systems.
This pressure follows flow of chain state in larger and
larger open energetically molecular system. Evolution is
continued then towards generation of structures where
chain states of electrons could attain the largest energy.

We consider here chain state as to be inherent property
in living systems. Thereby various processes in cell have
to be associated with these states. Let us mention role
of chaperones for instance. When proteins are produced
then they have to be adapted to needs of living cell. In
accordance with our discussion this is possible only when
such a protein would have appropriate chain states in or-
der to incorporate it in other processes. Consequently we
can formulate also the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 6.5: Chaperones operate in order to ensure
that newly produced proteins obtain appropriate chain
states by providing to them energy from ATP. This is
associated also with shaping of proteins into appropri-
ate configurations which maintain corresponding chain
states. This justifies why in vivo number of protein con-
figurations is considerably reduced and is in accordance
with concept expressed in (53) and comments before this
formula.

Let us note that whole attractor in molecular system
is determined by electronic system as well as by conju-
gations of electronic and nuclei motion. At this stage
of considerations we do not comment on these conjuga-
tions. The problem seems to be rather complex. We need
appropriate description of nuclei wave function. This
in turn depends also on development of more precise
description of nuclei in high energy physics in context
of vacuum medium mechanics. Then, low energy ap-
proximations of corresponding wave functions could lead
to more precise determination of attractor within whole
molecular systems.

Let us also note that this problem is very important for
biology since long lasting evolution leads to homeother-
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mality. This in turn has to be consequence just of con-
jugation electronic and nuclei motion.

6.4. Remarks on power of attractor generated by chain
state of electrons

We have estimated that accidental nonlinearities in
theoretical description should not lead to determination
of attractor governing self-organization in molecular bi-
ological systems. We should have conviction that corre-
sponding attractor represents a power. Such a convic-
tion follows from persistence of life. This phenomenon
is low energy phenomenon. However, existence of life
suggests that corresponding processes are placed in the
basin of attraction assigned to an attractor. Persistence
of life means that this basin of attraction is large. On
the other hand, such a large basin of attraction should
be generated by attractor associated with processes of
considerable power when they are close to the attractor.

Let us estimate properties of the chain state of elec-
trons. Similar properties should have chain state of
positrons. We have example of three-positron chain state
as proton. Collision of protons with energy 14 TeV per
pair of protons does not lead to disintegration of the pro-
ton. We interpret three-positron proton as to be in an
asymptotic state with respect to its further evolution.
Thereby, taking into account strong resistance of proton
against disintegration during high energy collision, we
state that power of corresponding attractor is giant con-
sidering its action as high energy physics phenomenon.
Existence of three positrons in proton gives evidence that
the chain state is able to overcome electrostatic repulsion.
It also confirms that power of corresponding attractor is
large.

We can interpret this power as leading to persistent
behavior of electronic structure in low energy range as-
sociated with biological evolution and maintaining of in-
tegrity of biological organisms. We assume that a system
of electrons from biological molecules belongs to basin
of attraction assigned to an attractor defined for cor-
responding multielectron system. It is imaginable that
this attractor is similar to that one in proton. In this
case electrons should attain very small distances between
them. However multielectron system would be unstable
in such a case. Stability of this multielectron system is
attained then with the aid of whole molecular system and
decreasing of distances between electrons is stopped just
by structure of the molecular system.

Above discussion supports point of view that the chain
state of electrons can be responsible for biological evolu-
tion.

6.5. Remarks on relations between theoretical biology
and engineering

We have shown that vacuum medium mechanics pro-
vides foundations for development of theoretical biology.
It is expressed by fact that hypotheses justified by prop-
erties of the chain state of electrons suggest solutions of
problems which are not solved yet in whole biology. Let
us mention justification for existence of proteins as first

stage of evolution towards protocell. Mentioned hypothe-
ses justify also further evolution towards molecules which
contain ring molecules as their parts. This property has
RNA as well as DNA. Obtained possibilities for descrip-
tion of life and its evolution mean also that concept of
theoretical biology discussed above and based on vac-
uum medium mechanics stabilizes the vacuum medium
mechanics as fundamental theory by increase of its sta-
tus.

Explanation of phenomena related to cell processes by
vacuum medium mechanics means also that such a theory
could describe nanotechnological processes in biological
cell in a future. This in turn means that theories based on
vacuum medium mechanics can be applied to molecular
nanotechnology similar to that one attained in cell but
realized outside of the cell.

In accordance with our discussion on engineering car-
ried out at the beginning of this work and expressed espe-
cially by Remark 1.1, we should lead out this nanotech-
nology beyond the cell. Consequently, similar nanotech-
nology could be realized with loss of integrity with corre-
sponding biological system. The term “integrity” is not
precisely discussed here. We have discussed such aspects
of living organisms in [40–42].

The question is how should we do such a nanotechnol-
ogy. We state that source of precision depends on chain
state of electrons in biological molecules. Thereby, in or-
der to realize similar nanotechnology we should be able to
control just the chain state in molecular systems beyond
the cell.

It is imaginable to construct a molecular system which
contains an attractor or its part based on the chain state
of electrons. It is imaginable also that we are able to
maintain action of this attractor, perhaps with the aid of
another molecular system. Then a part of the first molec-
ular system could have possibility of precise synthesis of
some designed molecules or could fulfill other designed
functions.

In order to obtain such possibilities on theoretical way
we should have at our disposal appropriate theory. Con-
sequently, theoretical chemistry of molecules which con-
tain chain state of electrons seems to be very important
on way towards theoretical molecular nanotechnology.

Biological systems efficiently transform energy. Imitat-
ing of similar processes on the outside of biological cells
is interesting task for engineering. In biological systems
corresponding processes are associated with providing of
energy by electromagnetic waves or ATP or GTP on the
inside of cell. It means that excited electronic states are
important in this context. This means also that within
theoretical chemistry based on vacuum medium mechan-
ics, theoretical electrochemistry and photochemistry will
be of particular importance. We come to the following
remark:

Remark 6.1: Theoretical electrochemistry and photo-
chemistry developed on basis of vacuummedium mechan-
ics and describing processes associated with chain states
of electrons are considered here as of key importance
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for development of theoretical molecular nanotechnology.
In particular this theoretical molecular nanotechnology
could lead to development of efficient small scale systems
for energy production beyond the biological cell.

Consequently, we could construct beyond the biologi-
cal organism other systems which act on similar way as
in this organism. In particular these systems could be
engaged in production of energy. However, owing to loss
of integrity we obtain new degree of freedom in order to
modify corresponding nanotechnology on ways which are
not admissible in living organisms.

We come also to the following conclusion:
Remark 6.2: Attractor governing molecular systems
characterized by chain states of electrons and conjuga-
tion of electronic and nuclei motion is seen as source of
precision in biological processes. This source of precision
should be also applied in small scale engineering. In this
place we see role of whole theoretical physics for precise
determination of this attractor. In particular we should
have at our disposal precise high energy models of nuclei
in order to obtain by approximation corresponding small
energy behavior of their wave function. Just this func-
tion will be responsible for conjugation of electronic and
nuclei motion.

More general conclusion is that we could imitate bio-
logical processes. However, it seems that larger achieve-
ments should be associated with entirely new applica-
tion of laws governing corresponding biological processes
towards obtaining of a new quality in comparison with
natural evolution. By this we see engineering as continu-
ation of biological evolution however in relation to larger
system including environment.
7. Attempts for development of vacuum medium

mechanics leading to elaboration of larger
context for description of dynamics

Importance of description of dynamics for small scale
engineering suggests necessity of finding ways for improv-
ing of current theories especially with respect to this as-
pect. Vacuum medium mechanics is not finished yet. At
the present stage of development it has interesting prop-
erties with respect to description of dynamics. However,
we have to look for possibilities of extension of description
of dynamics as far as possible. We can expect that cur-
rent description of attractor governing selforganization
could be supplemented by description of more fine prop-
erties of vacuum medium mechanics and by this could
introduce a new quality.

One suggests to consider more deep structure of vac-
uum medium. This problem is associated with touching
reality which is not accessible by current experimental
methods. It means that we should elaborate method-
ology for creation of description for such a reality. Pa-
pers [32, 36] are devoted just to this end. In these papers
we discuss methodology of constructing of physical the-
ories having in mind correctness of applied mathematics
and especially aspect of fitting of theory to reality. This
methodology has been elaborated during construction of
vacuum medium mechanics.

Following along methodology elaborated in pa-
pers [32, 36] a model of deep structure of vacuum medium
is introduced [35]. Let us assume that described above
vacuum medium and components distinguished within it
are related to scale SCVM . Consequently, we introduce
additionally model related to scale SCDVM < SCVM . In
this approach we consider background vacuum medium
corresponding to scale SCDVM , where magnetic field and
gravitational field are considered. Electric field is not
present at this scale. Furthermore the two-ring field is
distinguished. Various speculations suggests also that
gravitational field could be associated with scale SCVM
only and is not present in background vacuum medium.

Within background vacuum medium two kinds of mag-
netic monopoles can be created. Electric field is asso-
ciated with polarization within monopole-antimonopole
system and therefore this field is related to scale SCVM
only and is not present in description related to scale
SCDVM . As a result of this we consider two opposite
magnetic monopoles as the most elementary particles
which undergo various interactions mediated by magnetic
field and the two-ring field. Summarizing, within descrip-
tion of deep structure of vacuum medium related to scale
SCDVM we obtain various hypotheses.

Hypothesis 7.1: Magnetic monopoles are the most el-
ementary particles. We consider two kinds of monopoles
with opposite sign.

The component a is considered as component of elec-
tron. Let us note that experimental investigations do
not reveal any internal structure of electron. Thereby we
have obtained hypothesis corresponding to deeper struc-
ture of electron as follows:

Hypothesis 7.2: Electron is composed of larger num-
ber of magnetic monopoles of the same kind considered
as dense fluid which can move within electron during its
motion and interactions.

Structure of vacuum medium is considered as net-
work of bounded two opposite monopoles within SCDVM
model which can move in background vacuum medium.
This suggests that fragment of such a structure can
also rotate within remaining stable network of pairs
of monopoles represented by %-component on more av-
eraged level. Then interactions of rotating structure
through a discontinuity surface with resting network of
pairs of monopoles govern motion of this rotating struc-
ture which is interpreted here as neutrino. This leads to
the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 7.3: Neutrino is composed of rotating with
respect to resting vacuum medium structure of pairs of
opposite monopoles.

Description of deep structure of vacuum medium has
low status. However this description is based on some
premises which are discerned in observed experimentally
properties of corresponding physical objects.

Development of low status description is important.
This provides larger context for description of dynamics.
In particular, at this moment we are able to interpret dy-
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namics of internal structure of electron. We are able also
to interpret wave functions of elementary particles since
they are considered as {a, b, %}(X), where various com-
ponents interact. Consequently propagation of the wave
function is associated with perturbed network of pairs of
monopole–antimonopole systems in which an amount of
the same type of monopoles representing a and b compo-
nents propagate. The wave function is the main factor
responsible for selforganization, considered as part of the
chain state of electrons. This chain state of electrons in-
teracts with nuclei also by wave function of nuclei. The
wave function as such interacts with other fields. Let
us mention magnetic field for instance. Thereby deeper
interpretation of the wave function can be useful for ef-
ficient description of electron-nuclei conjugation during
motion. As a result of this full description of attractor
in whole molecular system would be possible. Conse-
quently, possibility of interpretation of the wave function
can lead to considerable improvement of theoretical de-
scriptions especially related to dynamics.

Above discussion is devoted to indicating how further
development of theoretical description of physical real-
ity could be continued towards improving of theoretical
nanotechnology.

8. Concluding remarks

We see that transition of engineering towards smaller
scales induces serious challenge. We discuss such a chal-
lenge for theoretical description associated especially
with nanotechnology.

The first problem is to provide consistent description
for all processes in material in order to make possible cre-
ation of appropriate design of structures in small scale.
One suggests that this description should be realized
within general theory called collection of dynamical sys-
tems with dimensional reduction which is a general step
towards unified mechanics of materials.

Let us note that foundations for theoretical mechanics
of materials are done by the rational mechanics where
continuum is formalized and various aspects of constitu-
tive equations theories are developed on formal mathe-
matical way [? ]. This formal mathematical approach is
appropriate just for providing basis for correct numerical
simulations. However further development of the rational
mechanics has been rather stopped. Today this theory
is transformed towards rather mathematical mechanics.
This means, in particular, that theory of constitutive
equations is not discussed sufficiently well as reflecting
a physical reality related to processes in materials. In-
stead of this mathematical aspects are dominant.

In order to apply more appropriate methodology of re-
flecting of physical reality scale of averaging considered
during modelling is formalized. This fact is reflected just
in collection of dynamical systems as well as in formula-
tion of continuum with finite-dimensional fields. By this
step we can see development of unified mechanics of ma-
terials considered in this paper as continuation of formal
approach initiated by the rational mechanics [6]. This

continuation allows us to unify discrete atomic calcula-
tions and small scale models with traditional continuum
mechanics approach to mechanics of materials. Thereby,
by dimensional reduction procedure we extend formal
theoretical description towards models better reflecting
physical reality related to processes in materials.

Challenge associated with finding of source of precision
for nanotechnological processes was more difficult. Esti-
mation that quantum mechanics and even quantum elec-
trodynamics are not able to indicate attractor governing
selforganization in molecular processes suggests replace-
ment of quantum theories by entirely new theory. This
new theory should describe better dynamics on the most
fundamental level. Therefore vacuum medium mechanics
is introduced.

Introduction of new fundamental theory is troublesome
especially in case when we expect appropriate conse-
quences for large scale processes and consequences which
lead to entirely new, previously not described phenom-
ena. In order to develop large program related to theoret-
ical nanotechnology based on new fundamental theory we
should have conviction that such a theory is stable with
respect to large set of experimental results realized in var-
ious environments. Corresponding analysis of stability of
theory is discussed in this paper.

At this moment we have to do with appropriate expla-
nation of experimental results following from high energy
physics, astrophysical observations as well as appropriate
explanation of mechanisms of biological evolution. For
the first time we have suggested mechanism of biologi-
cal evolution based on the most fundamental elementary
particle level.

All this suggests that development of theoretical nan-
otechnology based on vacuum medium mechanics and
proposed here way leading to unified mechanics of mate-
rials should be continued having interesting perspectives
in a future.
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